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CENTRE WARNS TO STATES AND UNION TERRITORIES AMID COVID SURGE

PROPHET ROW: IRAN REMOVES ITS VERSION
OF MEETING WITH NSA DOVAL

'MUST NOT LOWER GUARD' I

Team Absolute|New Delhi

The states/UTs have been advised to follow five-fold strategy of Test-Track-Treat Vaccine and
Covid Appropriate Behaviour and enforcement be monitored regularly. However, people are getting better with home medication and "there is no need to panic".
Maharashtra reported 2,701
fresh cases, its highest infection count since January 25,
while Kerala reported 2,271
new cases in the last 24 hours.
The national capital reported
564 cases.
Although the cases are rising
sharply, doctors are calling
them mild, noting that the
symptoms resolve within 2-3
days, and require no hospitalisation.
 Maharashtra and Tamil
Nadu have reportedly detected cases of BA 4 and BA 5
strains of Omicron.
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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n view of rising Covid cases across
the country in the last two weeks,
the Centre on Thursday advised
all States and UTs not to lower the
guard and to continue working
towards building on progress made
so far.
Union Health Secretary Rajesh
Bhushan, pointed out further that in
the last 24 hours, 7,240 new Covid-19
cases have been reported in the
country, out of which, 81 per cent
cases have been reported from 4
states of Maharashtra, Kerala, Delhi
and Karnataka.
"The States/UTs are advised to
continue implementation and monitoring of necessary measures for
prompt and effective management of

"The States/UTs must not lower
their guard and continue working
towards building on progress made
thus far to bring pandemic situation
under control. In past two weeks, an
upsurge in cases have been noticed.
In the week ending 8th June, 2022, 4,207
average daily new cases were reported as compared to 2,663 average daily
cases in the week ending 1st June,
2022. There has also been an increase
in the weekly positivity rate from 0.63
per cent (week ending 1st June, 2022)
to 1.12 per cent (week ending 8th June,
2022)."
Rajesh Bhushan, Union Health Secretary.
Covid-19 and to ensure compliance
with various advisories issued by this
Ministry", the letter reads.
The Centre has also asked for
genome Sequencing of prescribed

samples of international passengers
as well as collection of samples from
Sentinel Sites and local cluster of
new Covid-19 cases is equally important.

Omicron sub-variants behind rising Covid cases in India: Doctors
New Delhi: With India reporting a sudden rise in the number Covid-19 cases for a second day in a row, doctors said
on Thursday that Omicron sub-variants are behind the spike in Covid caseload. The Union Health Ministry said on
Thursday that India registered 7,240 fresh Covid cases in the last 24 hours, up from 5,233 infections logged the previous
day."I have observed that the recent Covid positive patients are getting better in 48 to 72 hours. Nobody has required any
Remdesivir or immunotherapy. Patients are not having major complications," Manjusha Agarwal, Senior ConsultantInternal Medicine at Global Hospital, Mumbai, told reporter.Agarwal credited vaccination to be the reason for low severity. "This is a mild wave compared to January. Or we can say this is the mildest wave of Covid that we have seen,"
Agarwal said. Satish Koul, Director, Internal Medicine, Fortis Memorial Research Institute, told IANS that he is seeing
patients with Covid symptoms in OPD on a regular basis.The symptoms begin with "fever, sore or scratchy throat, body
ache, fatigue, followed by cough and throat irritation", Koul told reporter.The symptoms are similar to those seen in
Omicron, "but with a possibility of a sub-strain".The sub-variant is "demonstrating immune escape, meaning it's evading
vaccine induced immunity and immunity gained with previous Covid-19 infection", he added.According to Sushila
Kataria, Senior Director, Internal Medicine, Medanta Hospital, Gurugram, the new cases are "of Omicron lineage, possibly the BA.2 variant"."If you wear a mask and follow all the Covid protocols, it will help you to not fall sick. People should
follow the protocols even if the government has not made them mandatory," the doctors said.

First eight days of Southwest
Monsoon records large deficit
From Thursday
onwards, the IMD
is expecting regular advancement
of SW monsoon as
the Extended
Range Forecast
said that conditions are
favourable for
advancement of
SW monsoon over
some more parts
of east India and
some parts of central India by June
15. It also said
that the southwest
monsoon is likely
to advance over
some more parts
of east and central
India and some
parts of Uttar
Pradesh by June
22.
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"Such samples must be sent
promptly by the State/UT to the designated lab of INSACOG network for
Genome Sequencing", said Bhushan
in the letter.

he slow progress of
Southwest Monsoon has
meant that the all India
cumulative rainfall during this
year's monsoon first week -between June 1 to 8 -- is minus
42 per cent (large deficit), the
Extended Range Forecast issued
by the IMD said on Thursday.
Among the regions, the rain-

fall over northwest India is below
LPA by minus 94 per cent, minus
88 per cent for central India,
minus 26 per cent for south
peninsula and little better, yet
deficit of minus 7 per cent below
the LPA for east and northeast
India, the India Meteorological
Department (IMD) data showed.
During the week between
June 2 and 8, for the country as a
whole, the weekly cumulative all
India rainfall departure from its
long period average (LPA) was
minus 42 per cent with weekly
cumulative over northwest India
being minus 96 per cent of its
LPA. For central India, it was
minus 90 per cent of its LPA
while for south peninsula, it is
minus 30 of its LPA. For east and
northeast, it is minus 2 per cent
of LPA.Starting this year, the
IMD has introduced the new
rainfall normal - called as the
LPA, the Long Period Average based on rainfall data from 19712020 for the southwest monsoon
season replacing the current
rainfall normal that was based
on data from 1961-2010.

REFUSE TREATMENT TO ABUSIVE,
VIOLENT PATIENTS: NMC

Hate speech: FIRs against Nupur,
Owaisi, Yati Narasimhananda & others
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he Intelligence Fusion and Strategic
Operation (IFSO) unit of the Delhi
Police has registered two separate
cases in connection with alleged hate
speeches made by various political leaders
of different parties.
A senior police official said that those
who have been named in the FIRs are former BJP leader Naveen Kumar Jindal and
Nupur Sharma, AIMIM chief Asaduddin
Owaisi, Shadab Chauhan, Saba Naqvi,
Maulana Mufti Nadeem, Abdur Rehman,
Gulzar Ansari and Swami Yati

Narasimhananda."We have lodged the FIR
against those who were spreading messages
of hate, inciting various groups and creating
situations which are detrimental to the
maintenance of public tranquility. The FIRs
against multiple individuals cut across religions. We will investigate the roles of various social media entities in promoting false
and wrong information with an intention to
create unrest in the cyber space. They are
compromising with the social fabric of the
country," said a senior police official. The
official said one of the FIRs was lodged
under sections 153, 295, 505 of IPC. In this
FIR various leaders were named.
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New Delhi: The National Medical
Commission, in its draft professional
conduct regulations, has proposed doctors may refuse treatment in case of abusive and violent patients or relatives.
The registered medical practitioner
(RMP) attending the patient will be fully
accountable for his actions, as per the
draft regulations. "The RMP who attends
to the patient will be fully accountable
for his actions and entitled to the appropriate fees. In case of abusive, unruly,
and violent patients or relatives, the
RMP can document and report the
behaviour and refuse to treat the patient.
Such patients should be referred for further treatment elsewhere," the draft regulations proposed. The draft further says
that a RMP is free to choose whom he
will serve, except in case of a life-threatening emergency. However, it adds that
once a case is accepted, the RMP should
neither neglect the patient nor withdraw
from the case without giving adequate
notice to the patient and his family.
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not for the very first time...There has
to be a limit for every exercise, and
seats may remain vacant even after
10 rounds," said Justice Shah.
The bench further added that

that India's Muslim community has played a
major role in the progress and development
of the country and this valuable characteristic
of the Muslim community is a result of the
efforts and presence of Muslim scholars".
While condemning the remarks against
Prophet Muhammad, he said that "India has
been a land of compassion and tolerance and
is always a refuge and a front for different
viewpoints". "Therefore, such raucous clamour neither suits India nor is rooted in India,
and surely the followers of all religions in the
Indian territory oppose such comments," the
ministry statement quoted Abdollahian as
saying.On Wednesday, Abdollahian had met
Doval, External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar
besides calling on Prime Minister Narendra
Modi.

Election for next President
on July 18, result on July 21
E

lection for next President of
India will be held on July 18
and counting of votes will
take place on July 21. The Election
Commission of India (ECI) on
Thursday announced the schedule for the election for the
President of India. The ECI has
clarified that political parties cannot issue any whip to their MPs
and MLAs in the matter of voting
in the Presidential election.
Announcing the poll schedule,
Chief Election Commissioner
Rajiv Kumar said that the term of
President Ram Nath Kovind is
coming to end on July 24.
As per the poll schedule, notification for the Presidential election will be issued on June 15 and
the last day of filing of nomination will be June 29. Scrutiny of
nomination papers will be held
on June 30 and last day of withdrawal of nomination papers will
be July 2. Polling, if required, will
be held on July 18 and counting

NEET PG 2021: 'There must be limit', SC on
pleas seeking extra rounds to fill up vacant seats
he Supreme Court on Thursday
orally observed that there
should be a limit for every exercise and admissions made after 1.5
years might compromise medical
education and health of the people,
while reserving order on pleas seeking a special stray round of counselling for NEET-PG 2021, to fill
vacant seats. The top court will pronounce its order on Friday.
A vacation bench comprising
Justices M.R. Shah and Aniruddha
Bose said there must be a limit on
the number of rounds of counselling
to fill vacant seats. "For many years,
the seats have remained vacant & it's

ran has taken down an earlier press statement which mentioned that India has
assured of taking action against those
responsible for making derogatory remarks
against Prophet Muhammad.
MEA spokesperson Arindam Bagchi said
during a press conference on the issue,
"Usually I don't like to comment on senior
dignitaries and on the meeting between NSA
and Iranian Foreign Minister. My understanding is that what you are referring to in a readout has been pulled down (by the Iran
Foreign Ministry).
"We have made it pretty clear that the
tweets and comments don't reflect the views
of the government. This has been conveyed to
our interlocutors as also the fact that action
has been taken by the concerned quarters
against those who made the comments and
tweets."The Iranian Foreign Ministry had earlier claimed that National Security Advisor
(NSA) Ajit Doval has assured Iranian Foreign
Minister Hossein Amir Abdollahian to take
strict action against those responsible for
insulting Prophet Muhammad.
Abdollahian is currently in India on his first
trip to the country after assuming office in
August 2021.According to the Iranian Foreign
Ministry, the minister, during his meetings
with top Indian officials, "reiterated the point

after 8 or 9 rounds of counselling,
the seats are still vacant and students cannot claim rights after 1.5
years. "Can it be said now that after
1.5 years, you will be given admis-

sion and compromise the health of
people," the bench orally remarked.
Noting that it's a three-year
course, the bench added, "There
cannot be any compromise with
education... Suppose you're hungry
for 6 months, can you eat everything in 1 day? No...education is like
that."
The Centre's counsel submitted
that those who qualified NEET PG2021 have already started attending
classes since February, and if
vacant seats are filled up now then
they would be behind the Class for
over six months. He further pointed
out that teachers would also have to
teach the students who will come in
NEET PG 2022.

will take place on July 21.
Secretary General, Rajya Sabha

will be the Returning Officer for
this election.

Congress won't give 'walkover' to BJP
New Delhi: The Congress will not give walkover to the BJP in the
Presidential elections scheduled on July 18, and take a call on the polls
after the Rajya Sabha elections on Friday.
The party has no strength of its own to defeat the yet to be named NDA
nominee. Sonia Gandhi is likely to call all the UPA partners to take a collective decision, but the UPA will field a candidate for sure, the Congress
leader said. Congress source said that the party can support a joint opposition candidate, but not a BJP nominee though it had supported A.P.J.
Abdul Kalam in 2002 despite the fact that he was a BJP contender. But that
was the era of Atal Bihari Vajpayee, who was best at reaching out to the
opposition.

Rape victim set ablaze
by in-laws in Jharkhand
GIRIDIH (JHARKHAND)|
Agencies

A

woman was set
ablaze by her inlaws in Jharkhand's
Giridih after they came to
know that she was raped.
The woman has been
admitted to a hospital
where her condition is
said to be critical.
Rape accused Sunil
Chaudhary has been
arrested but the woman's
in-laws -- Bahadur Pandit
and Shanichar Pandit,
who set her on fire, are

absconding.
The incident happened
on Wednesday night.
According to the police,
the woman, resident of
Nawasar village under
Bangabad police station
area of Giridih district,
had gone to defecate
when Chaudhary raped
her.
On woman's cries for
help, villagers came to her
rescue, but by that time
the rape accused had fled.
When the woman came
home, her family in-laws,
who came to know that

she was raped, poured
kerosene on her body and
set her on fire.
On hearing the
woman's cries, neighbours rushed to her house
and tried to save her.
The police, informed by
the villagers, rushed to the
spot and got the woman
admitted to Giridih Sadar
Hospital for treatment
where she is fighting for
her life.
A case has been registered against the man
who raped her and those
who set her afire.
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TWIST IN TEMPLE RESTORATION PLEA AS 'ROYAL
FAMILY MEMBER' CLAIMS QUTUB MINAR
New Delhi, Friday, June 10, 2022
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A

fresh application moved on
Thursday in Delhi's Saket
Court by a man claiming to be
heir of a royal family in Agra seeking
ownership of Qutub Minar twisted
the row over the restoration of temples at the minaret in the national
capital.
Considering the intervention
application, Additional District
Judge Dinesh Kumar deferred the
pronouncement of the verdict for
August 24 on the appeal seeking the
restoration of the Hindu and Jain
temples and the deities at the Qutub
Minar complex.
The intervention plea was moved
through Advocate M.L. Sharma by
Kunwar Mahendra Dhwaj Prasad
Singh claiming to be heir of the united province of Agra and he sought
the rights over territories from
Meerut to Agra.
In the plea, it was contended that
the applicant belongs to the Beswan
Family and heir of Raja Rohini
Raman Dhawaj Prasad Singh and
descendants of Raja Nand Ram who
had died in 1695.
"When Aurangzeb became firmly
established on the throne, Nand
Ram submitted to the emperor and
was rewarded with the Khidmat
Zamidarir, revenue management of
Joar and Tochigarh," read the plea.

In 1947, during the time of another family member Raja Rohini
Raman Dhawaj Prasad Singh British
India and its provinces became free
and independent, the plea stated.
However, after the independence
of India in 1947, the Indian government neither entered into any treaty,
nor there was any accession, nor
there was an agreement with the ruling family, the applicant argued.

"The Central government, state
government of Delhi and state government of Uttar Pradesh without
due process of law encroached upon
the legal rights of the applicant and
misused the power, allotted, allocated and death with the property of
the applicant," it said further.
Notably, the appeal in the matter,
alleging that around 27 Hindu and
Jain temples were desecrated and

damaged in 1198 under the the Slave
Dynasty Emperor Qutub-ud-dinAibak raised the construction of the
said mosque in place of those temples. The temples were dismantled,
desecrated, and damaged under the
command of the Slave Dynasty
Emperor, who raised some construction at the same very place and
named it the Quwwat-Ul-Islam
Mosque, as per the appeal.

Gujarat Police detain woman for forcing CURFEW IMPOSED
minor daughter into prostitution
IN J&K'S
BHADERWAH TOWN

HIMMATNAGAR (GUJARAT) | Agencies

A

minor girl was forced into prostitution
allegedly by her own mother, following
which the 16-year-old was exploited by
her mother's paramour and 17 others in
Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh.
The police in Gujarat's Sabarkantha district have now detained the woman for questioning.
Himmatnagar inspector S.B. Vaghela said
the police have taken up the investigation
and the victim has been sent for medical
examination.According to the complaint, the
victim was forced into prostitution in April
2018. The victim, who was staying with her
mother and latter's lover, was first raped by
her mother's paramour some four years ago.
The victim also alleged that two other persons sexually exploited her for which her
mother charged money from them.
Her maternal aunt's relative too raped her
at Ratlam in Madhya Pradesh. She also

alleged that her mother even fixed a deal to
sell her for Rs 12 lakh once she turned adult.
The police have registered a case under
the relevant sections of Indian Penal Code
and Prevention of Children from Sexual
Offences Act (POCSO) against the victim's
mother, her paramour and 15 others.

Jammu: Curfew was
imposed in Bhaderwah town in
J&K's Doda district on
Thursday following communal
tension triggered by some
social media posts, police
said."Appropriate action has
been taken under the law and
a case has been registered
against the accused in
Bhaderwah police
station."Those who take the
law into their hands will not be
spared," a police source said.
A purported video showing
instigating announcements
being made from a mosque in
Bhaderwah was posted by miscreants on the social media.

DON'T RAISE SEPARATE STATEHOOD ISSUE,
NADDA TELLS BENGAL BJP LEADERS
KOLKATA| Agencies

B

JP President J.P. Nadda
on Thursday gave strict
instructions to the
party leaders in West Bengal,
especially the MPs and
MLAs, to refrain from raising
the separate statehood issue
or making statements in
support of the issue in public platforms.
At a meeting with the state
leaders of the party on
Thursday, Nadda clearly
stated that the demands
from a section of party MPs
and MLAs for separate statehood for north Bengal are
harming the party's
prospects.
Nadda reportedly told the
party leaders that keeping in
mind the 2023 panchayat
elections and the 2024 Lok
Sabha elections, such separate statehood demand
might turn out to be a misadventure which the party
cannot afford.
All the elected BJP Lok
Sabha members and legislators from the state were
present at the meeting.
A senior state committee
leader said on condition of
anonymity that Nadda clearly instructed that the state
unit should continue its
mass movement on the issue

of depriving north Bengal of
overall development, but
that movement should not
involve any separate statehood demand.
"Our national president
was also of the opinion that
demanding separate statehood might isolate the party
from the masses in other
pockets of the state as the
anti-BJP forces will highlight
the issue and label the party
as a separatist force," the
state committee leader said.
Recently, BJP's Lok Sabha
member from Alipurduar,
John Barla, and party MP

from Jalpaiguri, Jayanta Roy,
had raised the demand for
separate statehood for north
Bengal.
In fact, separatist force
Kamtapur Liberation
Organisation (KLO) recently
released a video message, in
which the group highlighted
Barla and Roy's demand for
separate statehood.
In almost all her recent
political rallies, Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee
has been vocal on the issue
of a section of the BJP leaders raising this separate
statehood demand.

Hyderabad gang rape case: Police
get custody of three juveniles
HYDERABAD | Agencies

T

he Juvenile Justice Board on
Thursday granted five-day
police custody of three juveniles in Jubilee Hills gang rape case.
The police will question the
accused in juvenile home from
Friday. The questioning will take
place in the presence of their lawyers.
Investigating officers from Jubilee
Hills police station will record the
statements of the minor accused. The
Juvenile Board has asked police officials to question the juveniles in
plain clothes.
The Board granted the custody on
a petition by the police, who are
looking to gather more information
about the May 28 incident.
The Juvenile Board's order came
on a day when police began ques-

tioning the only major accused in the
case.A day after a city court granted
the police custody of Saduddin
Malik, Jubilee Hills police took him
into their custody from

Chanchalguda Central Prison.
Though police sought custody of
the accused for seven days, the court
on Wednesday granted four days custody.The 18-year-old was being
grilled at an undisclosed location.
The investigators are looking to gather more information in the sensational case, which has triggered
national outrage.
Police are also likely to approach
the Juvenile Board for custody of the
remaining two juveniles in the case.
Both the accused were sent to juvenile home on Wednesday.
The police are also planning to
appeal to the Juvenile Board to allow
the trial of all juveniles in the case.
Police are keen to rule out the
chances of the accused escaping
harsh punishment for being minors.

Red Corner Notice issued against Goldy Bihar couple begs for money to get son's
Brar in Moosewala murder case
body released from govt mortuary
PATNA | Agencies
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Red Corner Notice (RCN) has
finally been issued against
Canada-based gangster
Satinderjeet Singh alias Goldy Brar, an
wanted in the murder case of Sidhu
Singh Moosewala which has rocked the
nation.
The Central Bureau of Investigation
had, on June 2, written a request lettet
to the Interpol to issue a RCN against
Goldy Brar.
According to the information, Brar
went to Canada on a student visa and
didn't return after that.
"He killed his cousin Gurlal Brar and
entered in the crime world," said a CBI
official.The Punjab Police wrote to the
CBI for two cases that took place in
2020 and 2021, against which the CBI
wrote to the Interpol to issue the RCN.
A CBI source said that the request of
RCN issuance was sent on a different

A

matter on June 2, but not on Sidhu
Moosewala murder case.
The first case was FIR no 409 of 2021,
which was related to a shootout that
took place near Kataria Petrol Pump in
Faridkot on November 22, 2020. In

October 2021, a Punjab court had
issued an arrest warrant against Brar.
The Punjab Police filed the charge
sheet in the matter on November 12,
2021."The second case is related to a
murder case of Gurlal which was
reported on February 18, 2021. On
September 13, 2021 a Punjab court
issued an arrest warrant against Brar in
this matter. The Punjab Police filed
charge sheet in the matter on 22
November 2021. Six months after this
they sent us a request to write to
Interpol to issue a RCN against Goldy
Brar," the source said.
Murder of Punjabi singer Shubhdeep
Singh, popularly known as Sidhu
Moosewala, allegedly on behalf of the
Lawrence Bishnoi gang, took place on
May 29, 2022. Goldy Brar is a prime
accused in the case. He has been
accused of hiring gangsters to eliminate
Moosewala.

I

n a shocking incident, a
poor couple in Bihar's
Samastipur was forced to
beg to collect Rs 50,000 as
bribe for the mortuary staff
of a government hospital to
get the body of their dead
son.
The victim Mahesh
Thakur and his wife begged
for an entire day in the localities of Samastipur on
Wednesday. An official of
the post-mortem house had
demanded Rs 50,000 from
them to release the body.
Samastipur civil surgeon
Dr S.K. Chaudhary confirmed the incident.
"We have learnt from the
mediapersons about the
demand of Rs 50,000 from a

parent to release the body.
Such an act is against
humanity. We have initiated
action against the alleged
employee of the postmortem house," Chaudhary
said. Mahesh Thakur is a
native of Kasbe Ahar village
under Tajpur police station.
His mentally unstable son
had gone missing since May
25 this year.On June 7, a

body was recovered from an
area under the Musrigharari
police station. The police
recovered the unidentified
body and sent it for postmortem. As the missing
complaint was registered in
the Tajpur police station,
local police contacted
Mahesh Thakur to identify
the body. When he reached
the post-mortem house, the

employees initially refused
to show the body. When
they repeatedly requested
the employees, they allowed
them to identify the body in
the mortuary.When Mahesh
identified the body as that of
his son, the employees present at the mortuary
demanded Rs 50,000 to
release it. When Mahesh's
pleadings did not move their
hearts, he and his wife went
to the nearby localities and
begged for money. They
were seen knocking on the
doors to collect money. A
video in this regard went
viral on social media.
After the viral video was
reported to Chaudhary, he
intervened and handed over
the body to the hapless parents.

India's bio-economy grew 8 times in last 'Close aide of Lawrence Bishnoi sent
eight years from $10 bn to $80 bn: PM
death threat to Salman Khan'

Team Absolute|New Delhi

P

rime Minister
Narendra Modi said on
Thursday that India's
bio-economy has grown
eight times in the last eight
years from $10 billion to $80
billion.
The Prime Minister was
speaking after inaugurating
the Biotech Startup Expo
2022 at Pragati Maidan here.
He also launched an e-portal
for biotech products on the
occasion."India's bio-economy has grown eight times in
the last eight years, from $10
billion to $80 billion. India is
not too far from reaching the
league of top-10 countries in
biotech's global ecosystem,"
Modi said.
The Prime Minister also
noted the contributions of
the Biotechnology Industry
Research Assistance Council

Atul Krishan |New Delhi
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(BIRAC) in the development
of the sector in the country.
He said that today when
the entire country is taking
new pledges during the
'Amrit Kaal', the role of the
biotech industry is very significant in the development
of the nation.
Talking about the growing
reputation of Indian profes-

sionals on the global stage,
the Prime Minister said,
"Trust in the skill and innovation of our IT professionals in the world has reached
new heights. This decade we
are seeing the same trust
and reputation for the
biotech sector and for the
bio professionals from India.

he person who sent the death
threat to Bollywood megastar
Salman Khan and his father,
film writer Salim Khan, has been
identified as Vikram Brar, a close
aide of gangster Lawrence Bishnoi,
police sources said on Thursday.
Brar, who is currently said to be
aboard, is reportedly facing two
dozen criminal cases lodged
against him in several states.
"Brar is a resident of Rajasthan's
Hanumangarh but presently he is
living abroad. He is a known gangster of Rajasthan. He was having
good rapport with Anmol, the
brother of gangster Anandpal, who
was killed in an encounter," the
police source said.
The Mumbai Police had also
suspected the possible involvement of the Bishnoi gang, and as a

precaution, beefed up security at
the Khans' residence in Galaxy
Apartments, Bandra West, since
last Sunday.
Joint Commissioner of Police
Vishwas Nangre-Patil had also met
Home Minister Dilip Walse-Patil to

brief him. Mumbai Police had suspicion that the potential attackers
may have conducted a discreet
recce of the Khans' local movements and their residence.
Bishnoi had earlier vowed to kill
Salman Khan after the actor was

accused in the black buck poaching case of 1998 in Rajasthan.
Salim Khan, 87, was handed
over an unsigned, hand-written
threat letter by an unknown person
on a bench where he normally
rests after jogging at the Bandra
Bandstand promenade, around
7.30 am. on Sunday.
It was addressed to him and his
son Salman and facing something
amiss, they immediately alerted
their security to inform the police.
Taking serious cognisance, the
Bandra police had lodged an FIR
against unknown persons for issuing the death threats and launched
their probe. The Mumbai Police
Crime Branch had also started its
own investigations.
The threat letter ended with a
couple of initials including 'L.B.'
which the police suspected refers
to 'Lawrence Bishnoi.
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MAKE A WELL-PLANNED ACTION PLAN elections will be held on June 10
OF VOTER AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
New Delhi, Friday, June 10, 2022
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tate Election Commissioner
Basant Pratap Singh has directed
the Collector and District
Election Officers to prepare a wellplanned action plan of the voter
awareness campaign for Panchayat
and Urban Bodies Election-2022 and
ensure its implementation. He told to
send information about the activities
related to voter awareness campaign
to the Commission. The detailed

S

action plan has been sent by the
Commission to all the districts. He
told to prepare a district level action
plan on this basis.
Singh has said that it is
necessary to increase the
percentage of voting
through publicity,
to understand the
importance of
voting and
to motivate the

voters to vote.
The campaign is
being launched
to inform the voters about the process
of voting, to encourage
women and young voters to
vote, to increase the percentage of
voting at the polling stations where
the percentage of voting has
been low in the last election,
establishment of voter assistance centers at the ward or

8TH INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY WILL
BE CELEBRATED ON JUNE 21
 Yoga will be practiced in historical
places and on the
banks of lakes,
rivers in Madhya
Pradesh
 Preparations begin
for district, block
and panchayat
level programmes
including state
level programmes
 CM seeks information about preparations for Yoga Day
programmes
Team Absolute|Bhopal

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan today
held discussions with
senior officials regarding the
preparations for
International Yoga Day.
Along with the country, the
8th International Day of Yoga
will be celebrated in Madhya
Pradesh also on June 21.
Yoga could not be practiced
publicly due to the circumstances created by Corona in
the year 2020 and 2021. Now
after a gap of 2 years, there
will be public programmes
on Yoga Day.
Chouhan said that, on the
initiative of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Yoga has
acquired international
importance. Modi intends to
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connect the common man
with Yoga. Accordingly, the
outline of various programmes in the state should
be prepared. The importance
of Indian Yoga for personal
health and fitness has been
recognized by many nations
of the world. Chief Minister
Chouhan said that programmes of collective yoga
practice should be organized
on the banks of world heritage sites and other historical places like forts and complexes, lakes and rivers of the
state. It may be noted that on
the request of Prime Minister
Modi, United Nations
Organization has recognized
21st June as International
Day of Yoga.
Chouhan said that voluntary organizations should
also be connected for Yoga
Day at major historical places
on Azadi ke Amrit Mahotsav.
Information about the outline of the Yoga programme
at the school level was given
by the Education
Department.

Chief Minister directed to
ensure participation of students as well as NCC, NSS,
police personnel, government servants, public representatives and common citizens in these programmes.
He said that efforts should
also be made to create
awareness among the general
public about the benefits of
yoga. The 8th International
Day of Yoga should be celebrated by including various
seminars, workshops, music
programmes along with yoga
practice. Discussion was held
to include the differentlyabled category for performing yoga as per convenience.
Chief Secretary Iqbal Singh
Bains, Principal Secretary to
Chief Minister Manish
Rastogi, Principal Secretary
Culture Department Sheo
Shekhar Shukla, Principal
Secretary Public Relations
Department Raghavendra
Kumar Singh besides officers
of Education, AYUSH and
other departments were
present.

polling station level, to inform about
the security arrangements being
made by the administration in sensitive polling
stations, to make voters aware of
the value of voting and the role of voters in democracy, to make people
aware about the process of easy voting by pregnant women, senior citizens and differently-abled voters and
the innovations made by the
Commission and the amendments
made in the rules and instructions.

ALL POSSIBLE SUPPORT WILL BE GIVEN TO
CHILDREN OF CORONA AFFECTED FAMILIES
Bhopal: Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan has
said that various problems
related to the education of
such children who have lost
their parents due to Corona
will be resolved. Chouhan
said this during a conversation with last year's Class 10
topper Vanisha Pathak, who came to meet her today. CM
Chouhan said that he would also request Union Finance
Minister. Nirmala Sitharaman regarding other necessary assistance to Vanisha. Vanisha Pathak along with her maternal
uncle Shri Ashok Sharma and maternal aunt Smt. Sharma met
Chouhan today and informed about the academic and other
achievements. Chief Minister gave blessings and best wishes
to Vanisha for her success in every sphere of life.

ecretary State Election
Commission Shri
Rakesh Singh has
informed that election symbols will be allotted to the
candidates after 3 pm on
June 10 in the three-tier panchayat elections. He has
informed that the candidates
can withdraw their nominations till 3 pm on June 10th.
The first phase of polling will
be held on June 25, the second phase on July 1 and the
third phase on July 8 from 7
am to 3 pm.
Election Symbol for
Janpad Panchayat members
Black board, banyan tree,
hut, farmer driving tractor,
scales, farmer harvesting
crops, mashal (torch), cupboard, ceiling fan, television,
railway engine, telephone,
diesel pump, pressure cooker, cup plate, letter box , saw,
comb, dholak, drum, siren,
cot and door.
Election symbol for
sarpanch
Glasses, glass tumbler,
coconut tree with fruits, hand
driven pump, lock and key,
farmer raining grain, vegetable basket, bell, table
lamp, tube light on a pole,
necklace, book, stool, pen

S

he state government has issued guidelines to all the
departments in the new scheme for the maintenance of
departmental assets. According to this, non-residential
immovable assets owned by any department of the government and non-residential buildings leased or rented from
state government undertakings, boards etc. will come under
the category of departmental assets. It will not include nonresidential immovable properties leased or taken on rent from
any private person, institution. If the responsibility of simple
repairs in the lease or rent contract, lies with the tenant, then
such non-residential immovable property will also be included in the scheme.
The Finance Department has issued instructions regarding

T
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nder the Official
Language Workshop
for Official Language
Policy and its implementation by Indira Gandhi
Rashtriya Manav
Sangrahalaya on Tursday,
Senior Official Language
Officer of Bharat Sanchar
Nigam Limited, Anand
Krishna Varma, while
addressing on the topic of
language translation technology said that Translation is
an essential medium to get
acquainted with the cultural
traditions, literary beliefs, scientific researches, industrial
developments, advances in
medicine of any country.
Protecting the native language the maximum subsistence is expected in the target
language of the native language. Successful translation

U

is impossible without protecting the original language.
The artificial use of words in
translation makes the language complex and difficult,
and then the original meaning is destroyed. Therefore,
translation should be completely free from artificial
complexity and rigor. The
language of translation
should be grammatical. For
this it is necessary that the
translator is well acquainted

with both the learner and the
source language and the various levels of understanding
and communication skills of
the target language.
Translation where cultural
plays the role of literary
ambassador at the same
time; he enriches the standard of our physical life by
interviewing scientific and
technical subjects. We translate the whole culture the
whole landscape the whole

general repair and special repair of departmental assets.
General repairs will include minor work and works of less
technical importance and simple roof repairs, paint, paintputty work, electrical fittings, plumbing work, simple sanitary
fittings, door-window repairs and minor repairs of the floor of
the building. Special repair works will include works of greater
technical importance such as major building repairs, roof
repairs and floor refurbishment of the building.
The Head of the Department shall appoint a building incharge for each building under his administrative control. The
senior posted in the concerned building or the senior employee of any other office under him will be appointed in-charge of
the building. The building in-charge can be working on any
service category of the state government i.e. regular, in charge,
contract, honorarium etc. The Head of the Department will

also issue instructions to constitute an office/building level
supervision committee for the maintenance work of these
buildings. Based on the total built up area of the non-residential building, there will be a ceiling of Rs.335 per square meter
for simple repairs. The Head of the Department will release
the budget allocation for each building under his administrative control keeping in view the above limit. If any building
requires special repairs, a separate allotment will be issued for
the same. Priority will be decided keeping in view the need for
repairs in the buildings.
For special repair works, the prevailing rate schedule of the
Public Works Department will be applicable. Procedure has
been laid down for general repair works. If there is no technical attack in the department, the Head of the Department will
be able to determine the agency for special repair work.

Wife of former Chambal dacoit Malkhan
Singh elected unopposed as Sarpanch
 MALKHAN SINGH (80), WHO IN
THE LATE '70S AND EARLY '80S
WAS THE BIGGEST HEADACHE
FOR THE MADHYA PRADESH
GOVERNMENT AND THE POLICE
FOR BEING ONE OF THE MOST
DREADED DACOITS OF
CHAMBAL, IS NOW PURSUING A
CAREER IN POLITICS.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

alkhan Singh (80), who in the late
'70s and early '80s was the biggest
headache for the Madhya Pradesh
government and the police for being one of
the most dreaded dacoits of Chambal, is
now pursuing a career in politics.
He again made headlines on Wednesday
after his wife -- Lalita Singh -- was elected
unopposed as the Sarpanch of Suganayi village in Guna district.
Not only Lalita, but all the 12 ward members of the village were women candidates
who were elected unopposed.
Malkhan Singh had also filed his nomination for the post of Sarpanch. However, he
withdrew his name later as the people of
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Suganayi together decided to elect a woman
for the post of Sarpanch.
The villagers made this unanimous decision to nominate only women candidates
because by doing so, the village will get a
reward Rs 15 lakh from the state government
which could be used for construction of
roads and setting up water facilities.
On May 28, the State Election
Commission had announced the schedule
for the panchayat polls in end June following
which Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan
had announced of a slew of incentives for
the gram panchayats that will not only elect
their heads and members unopposed, but

Arrow and bow, two leaves, rising sun, kite, umbrella, cart,
lantern, spade and shovel, electric bulb, sewing machine,
hand mill, table fan, slate, radio, harmonium, two swords
and a shield, pichkari, matka (pitcher), ring, bat, key, candles, cauldron, whistle, woman with basket on head, boygirl, boat, bench, gas cylinder, gas stove, cigdi (small stove),
sandsi (tongs), gas wick, balloon, table, chair, peacock feather, peepal leaf and sunflower.
inkpot, well , wheat ear, bus,
bridge, tap, spinning top, jug,
hockey and ball, cap and violin. Election symbol for
panch Ladder, shovel, bucket, plow, axe, electric switch,
corn cob, scissors, kettle and
roller.

Additional symbols to be
allotted if the number of candidates is more
Vest, shirt, frock, rose
flower, ship, scooter, jeep, aircraft, road-roller, apple,
radish, mango, banana and
lady purse.

Successful translation is impossible without
protecting the original language: Varma

GUIDELINES ISSUED FOR MAINTENANCE OF DEPARTMENTAL ASSETS
Team Absolute|Bhopal

ELECTION SYMBOL FOR DISTRICT
PANCHAYAT MEMBERSHIP

elect women as Sarpanch and ward members (Panch).
Chouhan had announced that the villages
that would elect their Sarpanch unopposed
will get Rs 5 lakh, while those which elect
their Sarpanch unopposed for a second term
will get Rs 7 lakh. Similarly, the village panchayats that elect their Sarpanch and ward
members unopposed will also get Rs 7 lakh.
Chouhan had announced a bigger bonanza
of Rs 12 lakh for village panchayats, where
only women are elected as Sarpanch and
ward members, and Rs 15 lakh for the village
panchayats which elect them unopposed.
People of Suganayi unanimously decided to

grab this opportunity of earning Rs 15 lakh.
Talking to IANS over phone, Malkhan
Singh said, "There is shortage of water in our
village for which we all suffer. We have
decided to dig a pond to increase the water
level of our village. Also, there is no road
connectivity in our village and during monsoon, children cannot even go to the school.
Political leaders only make promises during
elections, but do nothing for the development of the village."
When asked how he feels when people
call him Daku Malkhan Singh', he replied,
"People have to say something... But I wasn't
a 'daku' (dacoit), but a 'baaghi' (revel).
Moreover, that was my past, not the present."
When asked why he still sports a big
moustache and long hair like his earlier persona, Malkhan Singh said, "It is my style and
I love it."
Notably, during his 13-year reign in
Chambal, Malkhan Singh's gang was
crowned as the bandit king' by its rivals. The
government had announced a reward of Rs
70,000 for his capture.
In 1982, Malkhan Singh and his gang had
surrendered before then Madhya Pradesh
Chief Minister Arjun Singh. At the time of his
surrender, he had 94 police cases registered
against his name, including 18 for dacoity, 28
for kidnapping, 19 for attempt to murder and
17 cases for murder.

experience along with the
translation language.
Presiding over the program, Praveen Kumar Mishra,
Director of the museum said
that the usefulness of translation in a multilingual country
like India is self-evident.
Translation is the only infallible means to enhance the
nature of the fundamental
unity inherent in the literature
of different regions of India. In
this way, by demolishing the
geographical and linguistic
walls that prevent human
unity through translation
Translation is the communication of one language group
to another language group,
the evidence of translation is
found in the inscription of
Emperor Ashoka in Indian
history, he explained in detail
about the two languages
mentioned in Greek, Kushan,
period coins.

CM GARLANDS THE
PICTURE OF
JANNAYAK BHAGWAN
BIRSA MUNDA
Bhopal: Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan paid
homage to Bhagwan Birsa
Munda by garlanding his picture on his death anniversary
in the auditorium of the CM
residence on Thursday.
Urban Development and
Housing Minister Bhupendra
Singh and MLA Rampal
Singh were also present.
During this, the contribution
of Lord Birsa Munda was also
remembered.

CM PLANTS SAPLINGS OF BANYAN,
NEEM AND SAPTAPARNI
Bhopal:
Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh
Chouhan planted Banyan,
Neem and
Saptaparni
saplings in
Smart city park,
Shyamala Hills
Bhopal along
with Mountain
Man Padma
Bhushan Anil
Prakash Joshi, Dehradun (Uttarakhand) on Thursday. Padma
Bhushan Anil Prakash Joshi said that trees are the magnet of
nature. Water and air are their companions. Chouhan is serving nature by planting saplings every day. It is also a service to
humanity. In today's plantation, Bhopal's social organisation
Health Kopia Foundation members Brijesh Singh, Rupali,
Renu Yadav and Anvesha also planted saplings. This organisation is making girls and women aware and obtaining their
contribution in the fields of health, environment protection
and cleanliness. Among the saplings planted today, Saptaparni
is an evergreen medicinal tree, which has great importance in
Ayurveda. It is used in the manufacture of various medicines.
Banyan has religious significance, besides according to
Ayurveda, it is possible to cure many diseases from the banyan
tree. Similarly, neem is rich in antibiotic elements and is
known as the supreme medicine.

OP JINDAL GLOBAL UNIVERSITY IS RANKED AS
INDIA'S NO. 1 PRIVATE UNIVERSITY
Bhopal: London-based Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) has
ranked a total of 41 institutions from India this year, including 7
new entrants. JGU has retained its No. 1 position among the
Indian private universities despite the rise in the number of
ranked institutions.For the 2023 edition, QS analysed a total of
2,462 institutions and ranked 1,422 institutions in the world.
JGU is ranked in the 651-700 band this year, making it the only
private university from India, which has found a place among
the world's Top 700 universities. JGU is also India's No. 1 ranked
university with a focus solely on social sciences, arts and
humanities, as per the influential QS World University Rankings
2023. Out of the 41 institutions which have been ranked from
India, 11 are IITs. Remarkably, JGU is also the only Indian nonSTEM and non-Medicine university to have found a place in the
QS World University Rankings 2023. Founding Chancellor of
OP Jindal Global University and its benefactor, Naveen Jindal,
while talking to media here on Thursday said, "It is a remarkable day for Indian higher education as the QS World University
Rankings 2023 have shown that the numbers of Indian institutions which have found a place in the global rankings have
grown. Out of the 41 institutions from India which have been
ranked this year, 7 are new entrants. It indicates a conscious
effort by Indian higher education institutions to improve the
quality of teaching and research to a level that matches global
standards. If this trend continues, Indian universities will soon
bring greater glory to the nation through global recognition."
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40% in India suffer from
non-alcoholic fatty liver

N

on-alcoholic fatty liver disease
(NAFLD) is a lifestyle ailment which
affects 25-30 per cent of the world population. In India, the overall prevalence of
NAFLD in the general population is close to 40
per cent and may still be higher at certain
places, including Chandigarh, say doctors. On
the occasion of International NASH Day, the
Indian National Association for Study of the
Liver (INASL)-NAFLD Taskforce and Indian
Consortium on NAFLD (ICON-D) launched
an Action plan for the prevention and control
of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease in India'.
Experts feel that educating the public on
healthy lifestyle will go a long way in preventing and controlling this disease. The main reasons for NAFLD in India are the metabolic risk
factors related to sedentary lifestyle and intake
of high calorie food. Overweight or obesity,
diabetes mellitus (blood sugar), hypertension
(high blood pressure) and dyslipidemia
(deranged blood lipids) are the main risk factors for NAFLD, even though some patients
may be predisposed genetically. The disease
may also be ignored by the patients and physicians alike due to slow progression and lack of
specific complaints. In addition to affecting the
liver, NAFLD has also become a very common
risk factor for various extra-hepatic diseases
like cardiovascular disease, chronic kidney disease, bone loss, obstructed sleep apnoea and
cancers of various organs. The treatment of
patients with NAFLD revolves around maintaining a healthy lifestyle with good diet and
regular exercise. Those who are overweight are
encouraged to lose weight by cutting down on
their calorie intake and by burning more calories through aerobic or anaerobic exercises.
Patients who progress on to severe form of disease (NASH with or without fibrosis, cirrhosis,
liver cancer) do require other modalities of
treatment, including pharmacological drugs,
endoscopy and liver transplantation for those
with liver failure.
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A 'COOL-HEADED' ASSESSMENT: MONETARY
POLICY REVIEW JUNE 2022
Suyash Choudhary

T

he MPC hiked repo rate by 50 bps to 4.9
per cent, as was widely expected by the
market. However given that recent experience had significantly reduced market's
confidence in being able to read monetary
policy actions, there were fears of a larger
repo hike or even further action on CRR. The
policy, being along expected lines, therefore
constituted a relief. There were some other
elements as well that may serve to calm some
of the disorientation in market expectation
with respect to the future course of rate hikes
that had set in post the surprise inter-meeting
hike in May.
The Inflation Assessment
Needless to say, there is acknowledgment
of the new risks to inflation that have materialised. These include commodity prices, state
electricity tariff hikes, poultry and feed costs,
continuing supply chain bottlenecks, recent
rise in tomato prices, etc. Second order risks
from rising pass through of input costs to selling prices in the manufacturing and services
sector have been mentioned as well.
On the flip side, prospects of a normal
monsoon, the recent supply side measures
from government and the unfolding of their
impact, Indonesia lifting palm oil export ban,
and signs of moderation in global industrial
metal prices are mitigating factors in play.
Importantly, the RBI's quick survey of
urban households undertaken after the excise
duty cuts on petrol and diesel on May 21,
2022 shows a significant moderation in their
inflation expectations: declines of 190 basis
points in their three months ahead expectations and 90 basis points in one year ahead
expectations. Further, the Governor has taken
care to emphasise that 75 per cent of inflation
currently is on account of food and that too
largely owing to global factors. Also, he has
noted that monetary policy actions taken thus
far will themselves also have an influence on
inflation, and the same isn't built into the
forecast currently.
On basis of the above, the average CPI forecast for FY 23 has been increased by 100 bps.
The RBI's CPI forecast for H1 FY23 is higher
than ours and for H2, it is lower. This has a
few interesting takeaways for us.
The market may not have any reason to
question the RBI's near term forecasts given
that it seems to be accounting for most of the
known inflationary pressures over H1. H2 is

too far in the future and therefore subject to
that much more forecasting uncertainties.
Thus while analytical counter-perspectives
may be made, again it is difficult to "thump
the table" and say that the RBI's H2 forecasts
are low. This is especially because post an
extraordinary large commodity price shock as
being witnessed now, the pace of unwind
ahead will be that much harder to model for.
With global growth slowdown gathering pace,
and at least tentative signs emerging of the
'goods' economy starting to lose steam, the
RBI's view on H2 may actually end up holding
more merit.
The Policy Assessment
The policy hike cycle has to be looked at in
two phases in our view. One, the move to normalisation that takes repo rate to some level
of neutrality. Two, the move thereon that
takes us into actual restrictive territory. While
making this distinction, one has to also
acknowledge that there may be different
views on where the line stands between normal and restrictive. The attempt here, therefore, is just to explain our reading of this basis
our interpretation of possible RBI thinking.
The following points are noteworthy in this
context: The Governor articulates that monetary policy actions including withdrawal of
accommodation will be calibrated keeping in
mind the requirements of the ongoing economic recovery. If the RBI/MPC is feeling the
need for calibration even while removing
accommodation, logically speaking the extent
of calibration should ordinarily increase (or
the pace of hikes reduce) once we hit somewhere on repo rate that is deemed closer to
neutral. This observation is made ceteris
paribus or keeping all other factors constant,
since we acknowledged the repeated point
made by the Governor on the need to be
flexible and not be bound by any stereotypes
or conventions. That said, in the current context, there seems to be a continued anchor of
the pre-pandemic repo rate of 5.15 per cent
(or its vicinity) as having concluded the
process of withdrawal of accommodation as
far as repo rate is concerned.
Thus it seems likely that, assuming the
RBI's near inflation forecasts are met and
there are no fresh commodity shocks, the
pace of hikes after 5.15 per cent (likely to be
achieved by August policy) will probably
slow down further. This is especially true if
one connects this to the point made above
equating terminal real repo rate to a certain

point of future inflation (currently forecasted).
The forecasted CPI trajectory is consistent
with the MPC failing on its inflation mandate
(3 quarters above 6 per cent). While the
Governor didn't indulge this question directly when asked in the post policy media interaction, reading the policy document with its
embedded forecasts probably provides some
relief that the calibrated stance continues
despite this "fait accompli" and that the RBI
is looking beyond this now to Q4 inflation
and beyond. This is also the logical course of
action since, as the Governor stated and
what is often forgotten in general commentary, policy tightening acts with a 6-8 month
lag. Therefore, actions taken now are unlikely to materially affect the likelihood of target
failure in the near future. Our point also has
been that this needs to be looked at in a
global context and frenzied action around
meeting the mandate in the near term raises
the risk of us having overtightened down the
line.The RBI's statements on the liquidity
framework also require some deliberating.
The process of actual liquidity withdrawal
will continue over multiple years and is
headed already in the right direction. There's
no confusion here. However, RBI leadership
emphasised that under the new framework
since February 2020 it is the price as determined by call rate rather than quantity that is
the point of focus. Further, in accommodative phase call rates will hover around the
SDF rate and in neutral phase at repo rate.
This is to be done while being consistent
with the multi-year liquidity withdrawal
guidance or keeping enough liquidity to
meet the productive needs of the economy.
One way then this can be done is to collapse
the SDF/repo corridor when the stance
changes to neutral. Alternatively, RBI may
introduce shorter/overnight VRRR to accomplish this.
Conclusions
The policy today may serve to calm some
of the outlier fears of rapid monetary policy
tightening in the cycle that had taken hold
post the interim rate hike. However this may
still be contingent on global commodity
prices, especially oil, beginning to calm
down. This is because, quite prudently, the
Governor has repeatedly emphasised the
need to be proactive and flexible and to be not bound by
conventions. Irrespective of
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PLANS AFOOT TO MERGE MOLDOVA AND HINDU TEMPLE
ROMANIA IN THE FACE OF RUSSIAN THREAT VANDALISED IN
estern countries are increasingly pushing Moldova to cooperate with NATO, despite the neutral status enshrined in the constitution
of the state. This was stated by the official representative of the Russian
Foreign Ministry Maria Zakharova, the
media reported.
Earlier, the ex-president of Moldova,
Igor Dodon, warned that the authorities
of the republic were preparing its military and political accession to Romania.
This will be done contrary to the opinion of citizens, the politician believes.
According to experts, such a scenario is
indeed being considered in Chisinau,
RT reported.
The reason for the absorption of
Moldova by Romania could be the
"Russian threat", as well as the hopeless
situation in the Moldovan economy.
Such a merger of countries is capable of
launching dangerous processes in the
region, analysts believe, RT reported.
With the start of the Russian special
military operation (SVO), Western countries are increasingly pushing Chisinau
towards closer cooperation with NATO.
This was stated by the official representative of the Russian Foreign Ministry

Global cases of monkeypox
surpass 1,000: US CDC
Washington|Agencies

KARACHI

Moscow|Agencies
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Maria Zakharova, speaking at a briefing.
This activity implies the transfer of
weapons to the Moldovan side, she
explained.
"Strengthening one's own security is a
sovereign right and an internal affair of
any state, but it is unlikely that pumping
Moldova with NATO weapons will meet
this task, as well as correspond to the
country's neutrality," Zakharova
stressed, recalling that neutrality is fixed
in the Moldovan constitution.

CANADA IMPOSES NEW SANCTIONS
ON RUSSIAN OIL, GAS, CHEMICAL
INDUSTRIES
Ottawa:
Canadian Foreign
Affairs Minister
Melanie Joly has
announced that
Canada is imposing new sanctions
on Russian oil, gas
and chemical
industries.
The Minister
said in a news
release on Wednesday that these new measures are
imposing a ban on the export of 28 services vital for the
operation of the oil, gas and chemical industries, including technical, management, accounting and advertising
services, Xinhua news agency reported.The banning of
the exportation of oil, gas and chemical services is targeting an industry that accounts for about 50 per cent of
Russia's federal budget revenues, she added.Since
February 24 this year, Canada has imposed sanctions on
more than 1,070 individuals and entities from and in
Russia, Ukraine and Belarus.

Maria Zakharova also commented on
the border bill approved by the government of Moldova, according to which
foreigners can be involved in protecting
the borders of the republic. In addition,
the document provides for the creation
of legal conditions for the work in the
country of mission of the EU border and
coast guard agency FRONTEX
(European Union Agency for the
Security of External Borders) to manage
the flow of Ukrainian refugees.

Karachi: A Hindu temple in Karachi
has been vandalised, causing fear and
panic among members of the community living in the Pakistani city, a media
report said on Thursday. According to
The Express Tribune report, the incident
took place on Wednesday at the Shri Mari
Maata temple in the city's Korangi area.
After receiving information of the vandalisation, the police reached the area and
inspected the temple, while also deploying additional forces in the area.Sanjeev,
a Hindu resident of the area, told The
Express Tribune that six to eight individuals on motorcycles came and attacked
the temple. "We don't know who has
attacked and why," he said.Korangi SHO
Farooq Sanjrani confirmed that "five to
six unknown suspects entered the temple
and escaped after vandalising it".
He added that a case was registered
against the unidentified assailants.
Hindu temples across Pakistan have
often been vandalised. Last October, a
historical temple located at the bank of
the Indus River in Kotri was allegedly
desecrated by unidentified people, The
Express Tribune reported.

G

lobal cases of the monkeypox
virus have surpassed 1,000, the
US Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention said and urged people
to take extra precautions.
As of June 6, 1,019 confirmed and
suspected cases of monkeypox have
been reported in 29 countries, according to the CDC.
The UK has recorded the most cases,
302 suspected and confirmed infections, followed by Spain (198), Portugal
(153) and Canada (80), CNBC reported.
In the wake of rising cases, the CDC
also ramped up its alert to a level 2,
encouraging people to "practise
enhanced precautions" to stem the outbreak, which has spread to 29 nonendemic countries in the past month.
The highest level alert, level 3, would
caution against non-essential travel.
Officials at the CDC also suspect that
the monkeypox virus may be airborne
at least for "short distances" and thus
have asked people and healthcare
workers in close contact to wear masks.
The CDC on its website has urged
monkeypox patients, "especially those
who have respiratory symptoms", to
wear a surgical mask.

Radio station owned by Russian oligarch
hacked and starts playing Ukrainian anthem
Moscow|Agencies

Russian radio station
which is owned by one
of Vladimir Putin's
'favourite oligarchs' was swiftly pulled off air after a hacker
started playing Ukrainian
anthem and anti-war songs,
Daily Mail reported.
Kommersant FM was
broadcasting their lunchtime
news bulletin before suddenly
being cut off by the Ukrainian
military anthem 'Oh the red
viburnum in the meadow'.
The radio station, which is
another string of the
Kommersant national newspaper in Russia, is owned by
68-year-old Russian businessman and oligarch Alisher

A

Usmanov, Daily Mail reported.
The European Union sanctioned Usmanov following the

Russian invasion of Ukraine in
February by imposing an EUwide travel ban on him and

near term volatility, one has to note that
global monetary tightening (amplified by
market yields already discounting steep
future rate hikes) is progressing in what is a
distinctly slowing global economy. As an
example, the World Bank just on Tuesday
has downgraded its global growth forecast to
2.9 per cent for 2022 from 4.1 per cent estimated in January, and versus actual growth
of 5.7 per cent last year. Also, it doesn't
expect any meaningful pick up next year as
well.
While in some geographies, the price of
irresponsibly large stimulus over previous
two years means a continued focus on tightening for now, this may not necessarily be
true everywhere else. The RBI has to respect
global factors including the spill overs from
global financial tightening in an environment of a higher local current account deficit
on higher oil prices. This, however, is a persuasive argument for normalising policy and
not necessarily one for aggressive further
tightening (the argument for interest rates as
external sector defence involves much higher rates and risks being exceedingly counterproductive). Our view remains that while RBI
will get to a level of neural relatively soon,
the current cycle will still peak below 6 per
cent on the effective overnight rate. For the
bond market, the Governor has reaffirmed
support at the appropriate time without
committing to anything immediately. In the
same vein he has observed that with the
introduction of SDF RBI has enough securities to conduct twist operations, while cautioning not to read too much into this argument. We reiterate preference for overweight
4-5 year government bonds with the rationale remaining the same as before.An added
observation that merits attention: for the first
time in this cycle money market rates have
also repriced significantly so that they look to
be adequately discounting our view of the
rate cycle ahead. While the argument for
near term volatility is true here as well, we
expect with pricing having moved sufficiently the volatility will start to subside overtime
thereby allowing investors to earn more
carry from this segment as well.
(Suyash Choudhary is Head, Fixed
Income, IDFC AMC. The views expressed
are personal)

freezing all of his assets. The
US imposed similar sanctions.
Described as a pro-Kremlin
oligarch who has 'particularly
close ties to Russian President
Vladimir Putin' and one of
'Putin's favourite oligarchs' by
the Official Journal of the
European Union, the hacking
of his radio station is the latest
in a string of Ukrainian stunts
on Russian media.
Usmanov, who was a shareholder in English football
team Arsenal from 2017 to
2018, is also the fifth richest
person in Russia and among
the world's wealthiest 100
individuals with an estimated
net worth of $19.5 billion,
Daily Mail reported.

It also asks other household members to "consider wearing a surgical
mask" when they are in the presence of
the person with monkeypox.
So far health officials have not explicitly addressed the possibility of airborne transmission or the need for
masks, but they have emphasised the
role of large respiratory droplets that
are expelled from infected patients and
drift onto objects or people, the New
York Times reported.
Moreover, until recently the current
outbreak was thought to have derived
from the West African strain of the
virus, which produces less severe illness than other variants and has a 1 per
cent fatality rate.

40Lagos:
DEADTheINnum-CHURCH ATTACK IN NIGERIA
ber of people killed
in an attack on a
church in southwestern Nigeria has
risen to 40, Ondo
state governor
Arakunrin Rotimi
Akeredolu said.
The incident
took place on
Sunday, Xinhua
news agency
reported.
Sixty-one others
wounded in the brutal attack are being treated in local hospitals, the Governor told the media in Owo, the town where
the St. Francis Catholic Church is located, on
Wednesday.Akeredolu added that 26 have been discharged
from hospitals after treatment. "Those are the figures we
have now," the Governor said, adding that a memorial park
will be built to bury those died in the attack.The state government also set up a bank account for donations to help
the families of the victims and the survivors, he said.On
Monday, Akeredolu declared a seven-day mourning and
ordered that flags be flown at half-mast in all public buildings in honour of the victims. In a statement released on
Sunday in Abuja, Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari
condemned the heinous killing of worshippers.
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MAHARASHTRA RAJYA SABHA VOTE: 2 DENIED
BAIL, SETBACK FOR TEAM THACKERAY

New Delhi, Friday, June 10, 2022

Maha Congress: Under BJP rule,
masses feel 'poison better than water'
In a scathing attack
on the Bharatiya
Janata Party-led
Central government,
the Maharashtra
Congress said that
the masses feel 'poison is better than
water' under the
rule of Prime
Minister Narendra
Modi, here on
Thursday.

Elections will be held for six Rajya Sabha seats in Maharashtra
and for the first time in more than two decades, there is a
contest with seven candidates.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

I

n a huge setback to Maharashtra's
ruling coalition, a court today
rejected bail for two arrested leaders, Nawab Malik and Anil
Deshmukh, whose votes were critical
in the Rajya Sabha elections to be
held tomorrow.
The setback came a day before an
election in which every vote will
count and decisions may go down to
the wire.
Nawab Malik, a Maharashtra
Minister, has been in jail since his
arrest in February by the
Enforcement Directorate in a money
laundering case. The state's former
home minister Anil Deshmukh is
also in jail on similar allegations.
They had requested a day's bail to
cast their vote in the Rajya Sabha
election on Friday, but the court
agreed with the Enforcement
Directorate's argument that "prisoners do not have voting rights".
Both are members of the
Nationalist Congress Party (NCP),
which, along with the Congress, is a
part of the Shiv Sena-led alliance.
At the same time, the opposition
BJP today scored an advantage as its
leader Devendra Fadnavis tested
native for Covid, which means he can
vote tomorrow.
Elections will be held for six Rajya
Sabha seats in Maharashtra and with
seven candidates, there will be a con-

Team Absolute|Mumbai

I

test in the state for the first time in
more than two decades.
Uddhav Thackeray's Shiv Sena has
fielded two candidates, Sanjay Raut
and Sanjay Pawar. The opposition
BJP has put up three candidates Union minister Piyush Goyal, Anil
Bonde and Dhananjay Mahadik.
Ruling coalition allies NCP and
Congress have nominated one candidate each, Praful Patel and Imran
Pratapgarhi.Any candidate needs 42
votes to win a Rajya Sabha seat.
The Shiv Sena-led Maha Vikas

Aghadi has the numbers to win three
out of the six Rajya Sabha seats for
which 288 MLAs will vote.
The BJP, which had 106 members
in the assembly, can win two on its
own but has fielded a third, setting
up a contest for the sixth seat,
between the BJP's Dhananjay
Mahadik and the Shiv Sena's Sanjay
Pawar.
Smaller parties and independents
- they account for 29 MLAs - will play
a big role in deciding who wins.
The BJP has 22 excess votes and

PM to attend bicentenary of 'Mumbai
Samachar', India's oldest daily
 PRIME
MINISTER
NARENDRA MODI
WILL ATTEND
THE BICENTENARY CELEBRATIONS OF
"MUMBAI
SAMACHAR" INDIA'S OLDEST
CONTINUOUSLY
PUBLISHED
BROADSHEET
GUJARATI DAILY,
IT WAS
ANNOUNCED
HERE ON
THURSDAY.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

P

rime Minister Narendra
Modi will attend the
bicentenary celebrations of "Mumbai Samachar"
- India's oldest continuously
published broadsheet
Gujarati daily, it was
announced here on
Thursday.The celebrations
will be held at the Jio World

in Bandra Kurla Complex on
June 14.
Prior to that, the PM will
inaugurate a Gallery of
Revolutionaries at Raj
Bhavan next Tuesday.
"Mumbai Samachar" was
started as a small bunch of
pamphlets on July 1, 1822 by
a Parsi priest-cum-scholar,
Fardunjee Murazban, considered the pioneer of Gujarati
journalism, through the
country's first printing press
which he had launched in
1812.It catered to the thriving
business community of
Bombay, as it was known
then, providing biz-related
news, death announcements
and shipping time-tables as
all trade was routed through
the Bombay Port, its presentday owner-Director Hormusji
N. Cama had told IANS last

year as the paper entered the
200th year of publication.
Over the two centuries of
its existence, it faithfully
catered to all the "bijness"
communities, witnessed history as the Seven Isles of
Bombay gradually transformed into today's Mumbai
- the country's financialglamour power capital and
remains a favourite of all
Gujarati-speaking clans like
Parsis, Hindus, Jain, Dawoodi
Bohras, Khojas, Memons, et
al, living and thriving in the
port city.During the freedom
struggle, stalwarts like
Mahatma Gandhiji, Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru and Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel were frequent visitors to the "Bombay
Samachar" offices and discussed politics over tea and
snacks.

claims it has the support of seven
independent MLAs. It is trying to
close the gap by winning the support
of 13 more.
The Sena, NCP and Congress
moved their MLAs to resorts to prevent any betrayals and crossvoting.
The coalition has 26 excess votes
and needs 16 to win the sixth seat.
The BJP has also sequestered its
members, with former Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis reaching out to
independent MLAs for support.

COVID 4TH WAVE: MAHARASHTRA
REPORTS BIGGEST 4-MONTH
SPIKE WITH 2,813 NEW CASES
Mumbai: Maharashtra on
Thursday recorded 2,813
new coronavirus cases, the
highest in nearly four
months, and one death, the
state health department
said.
The number of active
cases rose to 11,571. State
capital Mumbai recorded
1,702 infections and the lone
death during the day. The
daily rise in cases was the
highest since February 15
when 2,831 infections had
come to light. The caseload
rose to 79,01,628, and death
toll to 1,47,867. On
Wednesday, Maharashtra
recorded 2,701 new cases
and zero fatality. With 1,702
new cases, the active case
count has risen to 7,998 from
7,000 in the last 24 hours
and the recovery rate dipped
to 97 per cent from 98 per
cent, the BMC said.
Mumbai's caseload
increased to 10,75,243, while
the death toll rose to 19,570
as one patient succumbed to
the infection during the day.
The daily COVID-19 cases in
the city have been steadily
rising over the last one
month and the single-day
case count has registered
over threefold rise since May
end. The city's COVID-19
positivity rate stands at 9.64
per cent, it said.

Team Absolute|Aurangabad (Maharashtra)
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rime Minister Narendra Modi's photos are
plastered on dustbins in some Arab countries and India has been subjected to great
humiliation owing to the Bharatiya Janata Party's
'tinpot spokespersons', Maharashtra Chief
Minister Uddhav Thackeray thundered here on
Wednesday.
Taking strong umbrage at the discomfiture to
the Indian Prime Minister, Thackeray said while
the BJP and its spokespersons cannot be said to
speak on behalf of India, they ended up bringing
disgrace to the country.
"Why did they need to make comments on the
Prophet Mohammed? Just as our gods are dear to
us, they also revere their gods.... Why should you
show hatred towards any other religions.... India
is now facing protests in all Muslim countries
and the PM's photos are stuck on garbage bins,
bringing shame to the country," Thackeray

roared.
Replying to the state Opposition BJP's barrage
of criticism of the Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA) government of Shiv Sena-Nationalist Congress PartyCongress, Thackeray said it was 'unfortunate'.
"Those whom we trusted and made them sit in
our laps for 25-30 years are now our enemies....
Those against whom we fought for so many years
are today our friends, they respect us and have
joined hands strongly for the state's progress,"
Thackeray said, indirectly expressing his gratitude to the MVA allies.
Rebuffing the BJP's questions on his
'Hindutva', he countered by asking "who are they
to question our Hindutva credentials?" at a mammoth rally in this tourism hub.
"Our Hindutva does not teach hatred for any
religion.... Our Hindutva is like Ram in the heart
and work in the hands.... Don't teach us

ments and demanded an
apology from India... But why
should the country apologise
for the BJP's blunders? It's
the BJP which should apologise. This shows that the
Modi government's foreign
policy is a failure," said Patole
sharply.
On the other hand, the
country's first Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru's foreign
policy had earned India a
reputation all over the world,
but unfortunately, the BJP
had not followed it and has
only criticised Nehru.
Patole reiterated that the
Congress will always support
secularism and in a country
with diverse religions, cultures and traditions, only the
Congress is best suited to
maintain its unity and
integrity. "Unity in Diversity
is India's true identity and
that is the real 'idea of India',
and that can be safeguarded
by secularism... However, the
BJP government at the Centre
is trying to foment communal tensions and destroy the
nation's secular fabric. The
Congress will never allow this
insidious conspiracy of the
BJP to succeed," warned
Patole.

Maha: NCP fields ex-BJP
leader Eknath Khadse for
The ruling ally Nationalist
Congress Party has rehabilitated a former senior
Bharatiya Janata Party leader,
Eknath Khadse and nominated him for the upcoming MLC
biennial polls, here on
Thursday.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he ruling ally Nationalist Congress
Party has rehabilitated a former
senior Bharatiya Janata Party
leader, Eknath Khadse and nominated
him for the upcoming MLC biennial
polls, here on Thursday.
NCP State President and Minister
Jayant Patil also announced the second
candidate, present Chairman of
Legislative Council Ramraje NaikNimbalkar as the party's second candidate for the June 20 elections.
Patil expressed hope that both candidates will win the polls and work to
serve the people of the state.
Incidentally, the name of Khadse who joined NCP in October 2020 - also
reportedly figures in the list of 12 nominees pending with Governor Bhagat
Singh Koshyari since the past over 18
months.

Thackeray: PM's photos plastered on dustbins in
Muslim countries due to BJP's 'tinpot spokespersons'
Prime Minister Narendra Modi's photos are plastered on dustbins in some
Arab countries and India has been
subjected to great humiliation owing
to the Bharatiya Janata Party's 'tinpot spokespersons', Maharashtra
Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray
thundered here on Wednesday.

n a scathing attack on the
Bharatiya Janata Party-led
Central government, the
Maharashtra Congress said
that the masses feel 'poison is
better than water' under the
rule of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, here on
Thursday.
State Congress President
Nana Patole said that in the
last 8 years of Narendra Modi
government, the Indian
rupee had steadily depreciated, the GDP has plummeted,
growth in all sectors of the
economy has slowed down,
inflation is soaring high and
unemployment is rising at
unprecedented levels, making life miserable for the
commoners.
In a stern statement on the
eve of the Rajya Sabha elections (tomorrow), he pointed
out how Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi has consistently warned that the country
cannot make economic
progress unless social stabili-

ty is ensured and many
recent developments prove
this. Recently, the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) has hiked
the repo rate by 50 bps to offset inflation, but this in turn
will increase the EMIs of
housing loans taken by millions of people. "The common man takes out a housing
loan to provide a roof over his
head, but under the Modi
government, the situation is
such that 'poison is better
than water' for the masses
now," slammed Patole.
Instead of tackling the economic situation, he accused
the BJP of creating social
instability and spreading
hatred among the people
which is proving detrimental
to both the economy and
progress of the country.
As the domestic situation
continues to deteriorate, the
position is not favourable
even at the international levels and owing to the recent
utterances by some 'immature BJP spokespersons', the
country's image has been tarnished worldwide, said the
Congress chief.
"At least 20 nations have
expressed outrage over the
BJP spokespersons' com-

Hindutva," Thackeray shot back.Referring to the
recent 'Jan Aakrosh rally' organised by the BJP in
Aurangabad to highlight the water problems in
this Marathwada hub, Thackeray said that "angst
was not for water" but for losing power and
directed at him personally.
"They have been deadlines after deadlines for
the MVA government to collapse, but in the past
two-and-half years it has not happened, nor will
it happen. That 'aakrosh' (anger) is directed
against me and my government which is working
successfully on the path of development," said
Thackeray.It was because of this frustration at
losing power in 2019 that the centre is targetting
MVA leaders with central agencies like ED or CBI
and dared the BJP to deploy these investigation
arms in Jammu & Kashmir where the Kashmiri
Pandits are being forced to leave their home
again.He also dared those wanting to recite
Hanuman Chalisa outside his home to go to
Kashmir and chant the Hindu prayers there.
On the much-anticipated issue of rechristening Aurangabad as 'Sambhajinagar', Thacekray
said it was his father -- the late Balasaheb
Thackeray who had made the promise, and
vowed to honour it soon. "We are committed to
change the name of Aurangabad to
Sambhajinagar, but that will not solve the water
problems or the bad roads here. It will be
renamed when it befits the city and even
Chhatrapati Sambhaji would find it ideal,"
Thackeray assured.

On Wednesday (yesterday), Shiv Sena,
Congress and Opposition Bharatiya
Janata Party also announced their candidates for the biennial elections to 10
seats in the Maharashtra Legislative
Council.
The Sena has fielded former minister
Sachin Ahir and Amasha Padvi, and
contrary to expectations, it has dropped
two senior leaders - Industry Minister
Subhash Desai and former minister
Diwakar Raote - for the MLCs polls.
The Congress named ex-minister
Chandrakant Handore and Mumbai
party President Bhai Jagtap for the MLC
elections.
BJP's Leader of Opposition (Council)

Pravin Y. Darekar, ex-minister Prof Ram
S. Shinde, state organisation leader
Shrikant Bhartiya, women's wing leader
Uma G Khapre and a sitting member
Prasad M. Lad.
Belying speculation, the party did not
nominate BJP national secretary and exminister Pankaja Munde, the daughter
of former union minister the late
Gopinath Munde.
However, an ally Sadabhau Khot is
likely to file his nominations and contest
as the sixth candidate supported by BJP.
The polls for the 10 MLC seats shall
be held on June 20, 10 days after the
much keenly contested Rajya Sabha
elections for 6 seats, due on Friday.
The biennial polls shall be held to fill
up the vacancies of retiring members
including Naik-Nimbalkar, Ravindra
Phatak, Sanjay Daund, Surjitsinh
Thakur, Vinayak Mete, Darekar, Desai,
Raote, Lad and Khot.
The polls for the 10 upper house seats
shall be held exactly 10 days after the
much keenly contested Rajya Sabha
elections for six seats, scheduled for a
photo-finish on Friday, June 10.
All the 287 Members - one Shiv Sena
MLA Ramesh Latke recently passed
away reducing the total strength of 288 of the Maharashtra Legislative Assembly
constitute the electoral college for both
these indirect polls.

1500 enthusiasts participate in 'Run For The
Oceans' campaign organised by Adidas
 MORE THAN
1500 ENTHUSIASTIC RUNNERS
FROM ACROSS
THE CITY PARTICIPATED IN
THE FIFTH EDITION OF THE
ADIDAS INDIAORGANISED
"RUN FOR THE
OCEANS" CAMPAIGN.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

M

ore than 1500 enthusiastic runners from
across the city participated in the fifth edition of
the Adidas India-organised
"Run For The Oceans" campaign.
The campaign attracted
some well-known public figures and media personalities
such as Anusha Dandekar,
Saiyami Kher, Karanveer
Bohra, Teejay Sidhu, Aditya
Seal, Akash Gaurav, and
Angad Bedi, who actively par-

ticipated in the cause.
Standing firm on the
brand's commitment to end
plastic waste and promote a
sustainable future, Adidas
India recently organised a
"Run For The Oceans" campaign in which participants
covered the three-km stretch
around Versova Beach and
followed it up with a clean-up
drive of the beach recently.
For every 10 minutes of running recorded by participants
using the adidas Runtastic
app, "Parley for the Oceans",
the non-profit environmental
organisation, vowed to clean
an equivalent weight of plastic
bottles from the beaches,
remote islands, and coastlines
before it reaches the ocean,
adidas informed in a release
on Thursday.While "Run For

the Oceans" is a global movement, adidas in India has
given momentum to the campaign by associating with Adv
Afroz Shah, the UN
Champion of Earth 2016.
The sportswear brand has
been supporting Shah's
endeavour to clean the beaches and remove plastic waste
from the coastline. His initiative has garnered support
from India and the world,
with people from all walks of
life joining hands to make
oceans free from plastics.
Earlier this year, Indian cricketer Rohit Sharma wore customised adidas shoes created
to spread awareness about
using recycled plastic. The
spikes carry the 'End Plastic
Waste' slogans on them.
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DWAYNE JOHNSON'S 'BLACK
ADAM' SET FOR RELEASE
Los Angeles | Agencies

C Comics fans are getting a closer
look at Dwayne Johnson's "Black
Adam" in a new, action-packed
trailer released on Wednesday, reports
'Variety'.
"Black Adam" has the professional
wrestler-and-Hollywood superstar as the
powerful anti-hero and sworn nemesis
of Shazam, played by Zachary Levi in a
2019 origin movie and in the upcoming
sequel, "Shazam: Fury of the Gods",
which is due to be released next year.
After more than a decade in development, "Black Adam" will be released on
July 29 this year.
Johnson was originally supposed to
enter the DC universe as Black Adam in
2019's "Shazam"; his role, however, was
scrapped when the spinoff for his character was greenlit in 2017, 'Variety' notes.
In October 2021, Johnson debuted a
first look at the film on Twitter -- which
showed Black Adam breaking out of
imprisonment after 5,000 years of captivity. "This character, this film, this universe has been a gigantic passion project
of mine for a very long time," Johnson
said in the October video. "And the truth is, I was born to play Black Adam." The film, according to 'Variety', will also introduce members of
the Justice Society of America, an iconic group quite similar to the Justice League. The superhero cast has Aldis Hodge as Hawkman, Noah
Centineo as Atom Smasher, Quintessa Swindell as Cyclone, and Pierce Brosnan as Doctor Fate. The others are Marwan Kenzari, James
Cusati-Moyer, Bodhi Sabongui, Mo Amer and Uli Latukefu, plus the villainous group, Intergang, will also appear in the film.

D

endaya has said being in Hollywood still
gives her "a level of anonymity" which
she thinks would be gone if she decided
to embrace music as a career. Speaking to Andrew
Garfield for Variety's Actors on Actors issue, she said: "I was
talking to Sam [Levinson] about this earlier. I was like I don't
know if I could ever be a pop star. It's because as an actor,
there's a level of anonymity that I get to have, which I really like.
"And I get to sort my stuff, whatever that is, through a character
and nobody needs to know about it."
She noted that when it comes to music, "it's all you all the time".
The actres added: "Whereas in other forms and other mediums, it's

Z

I COULDN'T BE A POP
STAR: ZENDAYA
all you all the time. I like the idea that somebody else, meaning
Rue [from Euphoria], gets to take on that stuff and I can (have)
boundaries. Learning what's for me." The 25-year-old actress
has experience as a pop star, first working on covers including
the likes of Katy Perry's 'Hot n Cold' as part of Kidz Bop in
2009, before making her TV debut as a teen in Disney
Channel's 'Shake It Up' which saw her release tracks like
'Something to Dance For' and 'Fashion Is My Kryptonite'.
In 2013, she dropped hit single 'Replay' followed by her
self-titled debut album later that year, while 2016 saw
her release 'Something New' with Chris Brown.
While she has dropped songs as part of sountracks for the likes of 'The Greatest
Showman', 'Euphoria' and
'Smallfoot', she seems happier focusing on acting.

Idina
Menzel is 'sad'
she's too old to star
in 'Wicked' movie

Jason Reitman, Gil
Kenan onboard for

'Ghostbusters'
animated feature

Los Angeles | Agencies

ctress Idina Menzel is "sad" that she is too old to
star in the 'Wicked' movie but is "excited" to see
Cynthia Erivo and Ariana Grande on screen.
She said: "The answer is, yes, I'm very excited and I know it's in great hands and
I've sent so much love to Cynthia and Ariana and I'm there for them if they need
me. And yes, I'm a little sad that I'm just older and can't play the role, you know?
And that's the honest truth," reports femalefirst.co.uk.
"It's the aging and the proprietorship of the role and what it means to me
and how it changed my life. I just love it, and I miss her, I guess, is what
I'm trying to say."
The 'Frozen' actress went on to quip that fellow performer Julie
Andrews found herself in a similar situation back in the 1950s when
she had originated the role of Eliza Doolittle in 'My Fair Lady' but
was overlooked for the big-screen adaptation in favour of Audrey
Hepburn before going onto cinematic success herself with 'Mary
Poppins' and 'The Sound of Music.'
Menzel told Broadway.com: "Julie Andrews didn't get to play
Eliza in (the film version of) 'My Fair Lady', right? But then she had
'The Sound of Music'!"
'Wicked' tells the backstory of 'The Wizard of Oz' and explains how
The Wicked Witch of the West was once best friends with Glinda the
Good Witch before society forced them to go their separate ways.

A
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ason Reitman and Gil Kenan have been signed to
develop an untitled animated movie as an extension to
the 'Ghostbusters' universe. The project, which is
based on Brenda Hsueh's script, will be bankrolled by
Sony Pictures Animation with Chris Prynoski and Jennifer
Kluska at the helm of affairs, reports 'Deadline'.
Sony Pictures made the announcement during its
Ghostbusters Day Ecto-Fest, which celebrates the June 8,
1984, release of the original film. The studio teased in a
CimenaCon sizzle reel in April that a fifth live-action film in the franchise was in the works, following the original, 1989's
'Ghostbusters II', the female-led 2016 'Ghostbusters' reboot and last year's Reitman-directed 'Ghostbusters: Afterlife'.
'Deadline' further states that Sony confirmed what the end credits of the 2021 pic - which grossed $197.4 million worldwide
- had hinted at: The next sequel will return to the original scene of the slime: New York City and the firehouse.
The 1984 'Ghostbusters' was helmed by Reitman's late father, Ivan Reitman, and starred Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold
Ramis and Ernie Hudson, along with Sigourney Weaver, Rick Moranis and Annie Potts. It became a sensation, spawning a
title song by Ray Parker Jr that topped the Billboard Hot 100 for three weeks.
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CHRIS EVANS

Los Angeles | Agencies

Kristen Stewart opens casting gates for
'Super Gay Ghost-Hunting' reality series

Buzz Lightyear has
always been a
heroic character 'T

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

Los Angeles | Agencies
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star Chris
Evans, who
will be seen voicing
Buzz Lightyear in
the upcoming film
Lightyear, has
opened up about
how the movie will
showcase the vulnerable side of the
titular character.
"Buzz Lightyear
has always been a
determined, confident and heroic
character, but with
'Lightyear' we get a
chance to see a
more vulnerable
and human side of
Buzz," says Evans.
He added: "We
witness his struggles, uncertainties
and occasional failures."
The film introduces viewers to
the life story of
Buzz Lightyear.
From his strengths,
and weaknesses to
his struggles and
motivation, the adventure drama journals the life of Toy
Story's original creator 'Buzz Lightyear'.
It is directed by Angus MacLane, Lightyear. 'Lightyear' is
based on Buzz, whose life turns upside down when he gets
marooned on a hostile planet. He receives help from recruits
and robots, but will Buzz be able to travel back home?
The film is set to hit the theaters on June 17.

H

wilight' star Kristen Stewart is all set to conduct auditions
for her upcoming queer paranormal reality series as she
will be calling on ghost hunters and mediums to audition for the upcoming production, reports 'Variety'.
Stewart said in a video shared by her hairstylist and
friend C.J. Romero on Instagram, "I am scarily excited to
announce that I'm teaming up with Scout, the producers of 'Queer Eye,' 'Legendary' and 'The Hype,' on the
most gayest, most funnest, most titillating queer ghosthunting show ever. We need to find the most incredible LGBTQ+ ghost hunters, paranormal specialists,
mediums, psychics, investigators who will lead the
pack on this super gay ghost-hunting adventure." As
per 'Variety', Stewart, who identifies as LGBTQ+, first
revealed that she was working on putting together a
ghost-hunting reality series in an interview with 'The
New Yorker' in November 2021. "Gay people love pretty things," Stewart said at the time. "So we are aiming
for a richness." She also described the project as "a
paranormal romp in a queer space."
According to the casting call announcement, Stewart will serve as an executive producer on the untitled ghost-hunting reality
series. The project represents the
actress's latest move to working
behind-the-scenes. Stewart is also
preparing to make her directorial
feature debut, an adaptation
of Lidia Yuknavitch's
memoir
'The
Chronology of
Water'. She is
also writing a TV
series with her
fiance, screenwriter Dylan Meyer.

Jenifer Lopez
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IND v SA, 1st T20I

SOUTH AFRICA BEAT INDIA
BY SEVEN WICKETS
Team Absolute|New Delhi

punching Bhuvneshwar crisply
through cover before slog-sweeping
Yuzvendra Chahal for a huge six
over cow corner. Harshal Patel
became India's fifth over in powerplay and brought Pretorius' cameo
with a dipping full toss beating the
bat and crashing into off-stump.
Quinton de Kock never got going
in his innings of 22 and swept
straight to long-leg off Axar Patel in
the ninth over. David Miller's introduction quickened South Africa's
scoring pace.
Rassie van der Dussen, dropped
on 29 by Shreyas Iyer, shed his cautious self by slamming Harshal for
back-to-back sixes over long-on and
backward square leg in the 17th
over before pulling an outside the
off-stump delivery through midwicket for four. He then brought up
his fifty in 37 balls with a flat pulled
six over deep mid-wicket in an over
which yielded 22 runs. Miller
brought up the century of his fourth
wicket association with van der
Dussen to take South Africa closer
to victory.

R

assie van der Dussen (75 not
out) and David Miller (64 not
out) stitched an unbeaten 131run stand to take South Africa to a
seven-wicket win over India in the
series opener at the Arun Jaitley
Stadium on Thursday.
After Ishan Kishan's 76 and finishing touches from captain Rishabh
Pant and Hardik Pandya powered
India to 211/4, South Africa were in
trouble at 81/3 in 8.4 overs, despite a
whirlwind Dwaine Pretorius cameo
in power-play.
That's when Miller and van der
Dussen joined forces to forge an
unbroken stand, enough for the visitors to record their highest chase in
T20Is and put an end to India's 12match winning streak in the format.
The seven-wicket win also means
that South Africa are now 1-0 up in
the five-match series.
The pursuit of 212 began with
captain Temba Bavuma whipping
Avesh Khan off his wrists through
square leg for four before moving
across and scooping over fine leg for
another boundary. But Bavuma's
promising stay was ended by a
Bhuvneshwar Kumar leg-cutter in
the third over, which the South
Africa skipper nicked behind to
Pant.South Africa's gamble to send
Dwaine Pretorius at three worked
well in their favour when he blasted
29 runs off 13 balls. He began by

WTA Tour: Zhang Shuai reaches
quarterfinals at Nottingham Open

London|Agencies

C

hina's top-ranked player Zhang Shuai booked
a quarterfinal berth at
the Nottingham Open after
defeating British Jodie
Burrage 6-2, 7-6 (4) on
Wednesday.
Switzerland's Viktorija
Golubic also advanced to the
last-eight stage with a 7-6, 8-2
win against local star Heather
Watson in a Round of 16
match. But eighth-seed
Magda Linette of Poland went
down to Tereza Martincova of
the Czech Republic 6-2, 7-6(3)
in another Round of 16
match.The world No. 41
Zhang spent one hour and 23
minutes in her second-round
match, setting up a quarterfinal clash with Tereza

Martincova as the world No.
60 from the Czech Republic
ousted the eighth-seeded
Magda Linette of Poland 6-2,
7-6(3), reports Xinhua.
"It feels great to win another singles match, and it gives
me a lot of confidence to
know that I can still play well
on the singles court, especially on grass," the 33-year-old
said."She is a very promising
young player who pushed me
a lot during the match,"
Zhang said of her opponent
Burrage. "Winning in such a
tough match made me more
confident," she was quoted as
saying by Xinhua.Zhang was
runner-up in the tournament
last year and started this
year's campaign in the grasscourt event as the fourth seed
in the women's singles.

Brief scores :
India 211/4 in 20 overs (Ishan Kishan
76, Shreyas Iyer 36; Wayne Parnell
1/32, Dwaine Pretorius 1/35) lost to
South Africa 212/3 in 19.1 overs (Rassie
van der Dussen 75 not out, David
Miller 64 not out; Axar Patel 1/40,
Bhuvneshwar Kumar 1/43) by seven
wickets

PL COULD SEE INCREASE IN
NUMBER OF MATCHES IN
2023-27 CYCLE: REPORT
New Delhi: Ahead of the e-auction for the
new media rights of the Indian Premier
League (IPL), the Board of Control for Cricket
in India (BCCI) has hinted at increasing the
number of matches in the cash-rich league
per season in the next cycle of 2023-27.
As per indications, the numbers will add
up to 410 with a gradual increase after every
two editions. It has been learned that the
Indian cricket board would schedule 74
games in the first two years of the cycle - 2023
and 2024 - followed by 84 matches in the
next couple of seasons.
In the fifth and final season of the cycle, it
could be 94 although the BCCI has kept the
option of 84 games also open. However, the
bidders for the media rights are believed to
have been advised to go with the calculation
of 410 games, and not 370, a Cricbuzz report
said.If this plan gets implemented, then it
would be interesting to see how the
BCCI/IPL will break down the number of
games for each team so that the desired
numbers 84 and 94 numbers are added up
perfectly. It is likely that in the case of 94
games, each team will play twice each, home
and away -- the regular format -- followed by
the four play-offs.As of now, the league is
divided into two virtual groups of five teams
with each side playing twice against four others in its group, once against four of the other
group and twice against the remaining one
team. If the playoff clashes are included, the
number goes up to 74. In the case of 84, the
formula could be playing twice against each
side in one's own group, twice against two of
the other group and once against the remaining three.

Mumbai register biggest win by
runs in first-class cricket history
Bengaluru|Agencies

M

ultiple-times champions Mumbai registered the world
record for the biggest-ever
first-class win in terms of runs
after they crushed
Uttarakhand by 725 runs in
the 2021-22 Ranji Trophy
quarterfinals to storm into the
semifinals of the tournament,
here on Thursday.The Prithvi
Shaw-led Mumbai went past
the previous record of a win
by 685 runs, held by New
South Wales when they beat
Queensland in the Sheffield
Shield way back in 1929-30.
Mumbai declared their second innings overnight on
261/3. Chasing a mammoth
total, Uttarakhand were
bowled out for just 69 runs in
27.5 overs.Shivam Khurana
(25 not out) and Kunal
Chandela (21) were the top
scorers for Uttarakhand in
their second innings while
Dhawal Kulkarni (3/11),
Tanush Kotian (3/13) and

A

ustralia survived an electric spell
from leg-spinner Wanindu
Hasaranga (4/33) to beat Sri
Lanka by three wickets in the second
T20I and take an unassailable 2-0 lead
in the three-match series at R
Premadasa Stadium, here on
Wednesday.
Veteran wicketkeeper Matthew Wade
(26 not out) handled the immense pressure of batting with the tail to secure
victory with 13 balls to spare.
Chasing a low total of 125 runs for
win, openers Aaron Finch and David
Warner came out intent on powering
Australia to victory as quickly as possible. However, Hasaranga weaved some
spin magic to turn the tables.
The leg-spinner first took out Finch
for a 13-ball 24 when the Aussie skipper
hit to Danushka Gunathilaka at cover
point and a flighted googly in his next
over befuddled Mitchell Marsh, who
committed far too early for his sweep
and was trapped plumb leg before.

Shams Mulani (3/15) bagged
three wickets each for
Mumbai.The win in the game
was set up for Mumbai much
earlier by debutant doublecenturion Suved Parkar and
Sarfaraz Khan, who cracked
153 in the first innings.
Parkar's 252 was the secondhighest score by a Mumbai
batter on her first-class debut
-- he fell just eight short of his
coach Amol Muzumdar's
record -- as they posted 647 in
their first innings.
Thereafter, Mumbai bundled out Uttarakhand for 114
in the first innings. Mulani
claimed 5/39 to continue his

M

aharashtra reaffirmed
their primacy in athletics,
clinching three out of four
sprint titles here on Thursday to
throw open the race for the Khelo
India Youth Games championship.
Their impressive haul of eight
gold, three silver and a bronze
medal in track and field has narrowed the gap at the top of the

Brief scores :
Mumbai 647/8 decl. (Parkar
252, Sarfaraz 153, Dhapola 389) and 261/3 decl. (Jaiswal
103, Shaw 72) beat
Uttarakhand 114 (Kamal 40,
Mulani 5-39) and 69 (Khurana
25 not out, Kulkarni 3-11,
Kotian 3-13, Mulani 3-15) by
725 runs

Bengaluru: Madhya Pradesh thrashed Punjab by 10 wickets in the quarterfinal to qualify
for the 2021-22 Ranji Trophy semifinal, here on Thursday. With this win, Madhya Pradesh
will now face the winners of the match between Bengal and Jharkhand in the
semifinal.Punjab resumed play on day four at 120 for 5, trailing M.P. by 58 runs. Kumar
Kartikeya was the star for M.P. with the ball in the second innings as he claimed 6 for 50
while Saransh Jain took 4 for 100. Chasing a paltry target of 26, Madhya Pradesh openers
Himanshu Mantri and Yash Dubey took the team over victory in just 5.1 overs without much
trouble.Earlier, Madhya Pradesh rode on Shubham Sharma's 102 to post a total of 397 in the
first innings after bowling Punjab out for 219.
Brief score: Madhya Pradesh 397 (Shubham 102, Mantri 89, Choudhary 5-83) and 26 for
no loss (Dubey 17 not out) beat Punjab 219 (Abhishek 47, Anmolpreet 47, Agarwal 3-36,
Datey 3-48) and 203 (Malhotra 34, Markande 33, Kartikeya 6-50, Jain 4-100) by 10 wickets.

KIYG 2021: Maharashtra rule athletics with 8-gold
haul; Punjab, UP to clash in boys' hockey final

Panchkula (Haryana)|Agencies

dream run in domestic cricket
this season. The bowler leads
the Ranji wickets chart with
37 thus far. Mumbai now face
Uttar Pradesh in the semifinal
after they defeated Karnataka
on Wednesday.

MP hammer Punjab by 10 wickets

table, with their 29 gold just one
short of Haryana's 30 after the
day's morning session.
Sudeshna Shivankar led from
start to finish to clock 24.29 seconds to clinch the girls' 200m gold
in style, well ahead of state-mate
Avantika Narale to complete a hattrick of sprint titles. She had run
away with two gold earlier, first in
the girls' 100m and then in the
4x100m relay to underline her

Australia beat Sri Lanka by 3 wickets,
take unassailable 2-0 series lead
Colombo|Agencies
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Sri Lanka were still hamstrung by the
lack of runs on the board but a doublewicket over from Hasaranga in the 12th
put them marginally ahead and
Australia well under pressure. Australia
were 99 for 7, the required 25 runs now
seeming a bit distant. But Wade was
able to steady the innings as he
received solid support from fast bowler
Jhye Richardson. Earlier, Australia won
the toss and opted to bowl. With star
pacer Mitchell Starc sidelined for the
match after suffering a finger injury,
Maxwell was given the new ball and
struck in the first over.
Saturday's final match in Kandy will
be a dead-rubber ahead of a five-match
ODI series, starting on June 14.

Brief scores :
Sri Lanka 124/9 in 20 overs (Charith Asalanka
39, Kusal Mendis 36; Kane Richardson 4/30,
Jhye Richardson 3/26) lost to Australia 126/7
in 17.5 overs (Matthew Wade 26, Aaron Finch
24; Wanindu Hasaranga 4/33) by 3 wickets

supremacy.
Aryan Kadam (21.82 seconds)
bagged the boys' 200m title while
the quartet of Riya Patil, Pranjali
Patil, Vaishnavi Kature and
Shiveccha Patil sped away to the
4x400m gold. They clocked 4:02.76
and trumped second-placed
Punjab by over 50 metres.
Madhya Pradesh's Arjun
Waskale also completed a double,
annexing the boys' 3000m title in
8:37.62 after his exploits in the
1500m on the opening day of the
competition.
Tamil Nadu's Pradeep
Senthilkumar (1:49.83) improved
on N. Sreekiran's previous mark by
almost a second to take the 800m
gold ahead of Haryana's Somnath
Chauhan (1:51.63).
Supriti Kachhap of Jharkhand
also registered a new mark, clocking 9:46.14, in the girls' 3000m version. The previous mark was held
by Seema M (9:50.54).
Elsewhere, Punjab set up a
summit clash with Uttar Pradesh
in the boys' hockey final. Punjab
hammered Jharkhand 3-0 in the
first semifinal while Uttar Pradesh
got the better of Odisha 3-2 in a
close encounter.
U.P. captain Sharda Nand Tiwari
scored the winner three minutes
from time with a drag-flick after
Odisha had fought back to level
the scores four minutes into the
start of the second half. Arun
Sahani had scored a brace to put
UP ahead by the 17th minute.

ESPORTS PREMIER LEAGUE SEASON
2 TO START ON JUNE 13 WITH RS. 1
CRORE PRIZE POOL

New Delhi: With Esports
gaining more popularity after
making it to the Asian Games,
India's first franchise basedleague for gaming, Esports
Premier League (ESPL), is all set
to roll out the second season of
the tournament on June 13.This
year's league is set to engage
gamers across the country in a
high-voltage action with the
most popular battle royale game,
'Battlegrounds Mobile India'
(BGMI), which carries a whopping prize pool of Rs 1 crore. The
league will be played in two separate stages in the initial phase -online qualifiers as well as an
invitational qualifier to shortlist
the top 18 teams. The first 12
teams, top-2 teams from the
online event and top-10 teams
from the invitational qualifiers
will directly process to the final
phase and compete for the top 2
spots.The teams ranked from 3
to 10 (seven teams) in the online
qualifiers and teams ranked
from 11 to 18 from invitational
qualifiers will compete for the
other three final spots, which will
also have two directly-invited
teams competing and vying for
the mega title.

Women's Hockey Pro League

We are ready for Belgium,
says India skipper Savita
Brussels|Agencies

P

laced third in the FIH
Women's Hockey Pro
League, the Indian
team takes on World No. 7
Belgium in a key doubleheader this weekend at the
Sportcentrum Wilrijkse Plein
Stadium in Antwerp, hoping
to improve their position in
the league.
The Indian team currently
has 22 points in 8 games and
will take on Belgium in two
matches on June 11 and 12.
These two matches and subsequent games in the FIH Pro
Leagues will also be vital
preparations for the upcoming World Cup in Spain and
the Netherlands.
India, who have recently
done well and moved to sixth
in the World Rankings, are
currently third in the Pro
League 2021/22 just behind
Argentina and the
Netherlands. Belgium, on the
other hand, is currently
placed in seventh place on
the table with 12 points in 8

games.
Goalkeeper Savita, who
will be leading the India
women's hockey team as
captain for the upcoming
matches, spoke on how the
team has prepared for the
opposition ahead of the double-header.
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I feel star kids are put
under this label to
make sure they fall

NUSHRRATT
BHARUCCHA
ON
NEPOTISM

Aakruti Bagla|Mumbai

ersatile actor Nushrratt
Bharuccha is all set to woo us
with her role as a condom
sales girl in her upcoming release
Janhit Mein Jaari. The social
comedy drama also stars Anud
Singh, Tinnu Anand, Vijay
Raaz and Paritosh Tripathi in
pivotal roles. The flick is all
set to release on 10 June
2022. In a recent media conversation, the actress shared
her thoughts about importance of the subject, how do
she go about choosing projects, her opinion on nepotism
and much more.
The actress shared whether
she had any apprehensions as

V

the subject is bold and still considered taboo. Nushrratt said, "No
actually. Because in my environment, my home, these conversations were normalised long back.
There were no hesitations towards
such topics and so, as a child it
helped me to blossom and grow into
whatever I am today. Infact, I was
excited and looking forward to do
this role when it was offered to me."
The actress also recalled the time
when she first time learnt about
what protection is. She quipped,
"Surprisingly, my parents knew
about this subject being thought in
my school, and so they were the
ones to come forward and have a
conversation with me. But since I
was not aware about how relevant
these things are that time, maybe

that's the reason I didn't understand
it clearly. But I definitely remember
conversations around this topic
happening at my place."
From Pyaar ka Punchnama,
Dreamgirl, Ajeeb Dastaand, Sonu Ke
titu ki sweety, Chhori and others,
Nushrratt has entertained us with a
variety of roles and proved that she
is an actor par excellence.
When asked about what goes
through her mind when she picks
up a script, Nushrratt averred, "I
think it's the story and whether the
intention of the film is conveyed
rightly. When I read the narration I
look at it from the audience's point
of view. I assume watching the film
and think about whether it is striking the right chord and keeping me
captivated."

SRK LOOKS DAPPER AS HE
ATTENDS HIS JAWAN CO-STAR
NAYANTHARA'S WEDDING
Team Absolute|Chennai

ctor Nayanthara and filmmaker Vignesh Shivan tied
the knot today, June 9. The wedding was an intimate
affair with only close friends and family members in
attendance. The celebrity couple got hitched at a five-star
hotel in Mahabalipuram in a traditional South Indian wedding ceremony. As per reports, celebrities like Rajinikanth,
Kamal Haasan, Chiranjeevi, Suriya, Ajith, Karthi, Vijay
Sethupathi, Samantha Ruth Prabhu, and Shah Rukh Khan
attended the wedding and the reception of the actress.
In a series of pictures shared by SRK's manager Pooja
Dadlani, the actor looks dapper in beige outfit.
Sharing the pictures, Pooja Dadlani wrote, "For
Nayanthara's Special Day!!". SRK flew all the way to
Chennai to attend his Jawan's co-star wedding.
For the unversed, Shah Rukh Khan will be collaborating
with south filmmaker Atlee. The two have joined hands for
Jawan, which also stars Nayanthara in pivotal role.
On the work front, 2023 can rightly be called as the year
of King Khan, as the coming year will witness three of
actor's major releases i.e. Pathaan, Jawan and Dunki.
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layback singer Mika Singh, who is gearing up for his upcoming reality
show 'Swayamvar - Mika Di Vohti', shared that he can never turn down
anything that comes from his elder brother and 'Bhangra king' Daler
Mehndi and the idea for getting married is one such instance where he
couldn't say 'no' to the 'Rang De Basanti' hitmaker.
While talking to the media at a promotional event for his show,
Mika said, "Daler paaji is like my
father, bade bhai toh hain hi aur mere
ustaad bhi hain (he is not just my
elder brother but also my teacher as
well). So, I can never say no to anything that he says."
He further shared that the first
idea for the 'swayamvar' came to him
in 2015 but things somehow didn't
materialise as for him priorities were
different at that time. "I was fully
drowned in music and didn't want
to distract myself. It was only
after Daler paaji convinced
me to take this step, I
decided to open a new
leaf of my life", he
added. He also thanked
all the show contestants
for gracing the 'swayamvar' having come from
different corners of the
country.

P

Radhika
Apte returns
after hiatus
Team Absolute|Mumbai

he trailer of the psychological
thriller 'Forensic', which stars
Vikrant Massey as Johnny Khanna,
a forensic specialist and Radhika Apte as
Megha Sharma, a police officer, was
unveiled on Thursday.
As seen in the trailer, 'Forensic' is an
edge-of-the-seat thriller where young
girls are murdered on their birthdays in
shocking ways. As new evidence comes
forward with the help of advanced forensic technologies, the suspect keeps changing
and the mystery keeps rising.
However, when the best possible duo Johnny and Megha come together to crack
open the case, they make good headway but
at the cost of their personal and professional
lives which turn upside down.
Commenting on the occasion, actor
Vikrant Massey, who has had successful
OTT releases in the past like 'Haseen
Dillruba' and 'Love Hostel', said in a statement, "Forensic experts are so underrated,
and I am glad that for the first time in
Bollywood, we have a movie with a forensic expert in the lead."
The film is the Hindi remake of the
Malayalam film of the same name and is
directed by 'Chhorii' helmer Vishal
Furia, and is produced by Mini Films and
Soham Rockstar Entertainment Pvt Ltd.
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Shibani Dandekar proud of '
Farhan as he makes Hollywood debut

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctress Shibani Dandekar says she is extremely proud of
her husband and actor Farhan Akhtar, who has made
his Hollywood debut with 'Ms Marvel'. Shibani on
Instagram story expressed her excitement about Farhan's
role in the show and wrote: "Can't wait for this. So
proud of my guy."
She also posted a teaser of the project that
shared the first look of Farhan.
In the teaser, Farhan is seen sporting midshoulder level hair and a full-grown beard. His
character is seen giving wisdom to Iman
Vellani's Kamala Khan. "What you seek is
seeking you," Farhan is seen telling Kamala
Khan. "What you seek is seeking you! Ms
Marvel, an original series from Marvel Studios
is now streaming in Hindi, Tamil, Telugu,
Malayalam and English," she captioned the post.
'Ms Marvel' is one of the highly anticipated Marvel
Cinematic Universe (MCU) projects. It marks the debut
of Iman Vellani as Kamala Khan, a.k.a. the titular character, who is a Muslim American teenager growing up
in Jersey City. Aramis Knight, Saagar Shaikh, Rish Shah,
Zenobia Shroff, Mohan Kapur, Matt Lintz, Yasmeen
Fletcher, Laith Nakli, Azhar Usman, Travina Springer
and Nimra Bucha are also a part of the show.

A

ANUPAM KHER PENS WISE WORDS OF
WISDOM FOR MAHIMA CHAUDHRY
AS SHE BATTLES CANCER
Team Absolute|Mumbai

eteran actor Anupam Kher is quite active on social media. The actor is
also known for appreciating his pals of B-town. In his recent social
media post, the actor penned a heartfelt note for actress Mahima
Chaudhry, who battled breast cancer. Sharing her story of Cancer,
Anupam Kher posted a video and wrote, "Story of @mahimachaudhry1's
courage and Cancer: I called #MahimaChaudhry a month back from US to
play a very important role in my 525th film #TheSignature. Our conversation
turned to her discovering that she has #BreastCancer. What followed is in this
candid conversation between us. Her attitude Will give hope to so many women
all over the world. She wanted me to be part of her disclosing about it. She calls me an
eternal optimist but dearest Mahima! "You are my HERO!" Friends! Send her your love, warmth, wishes, prayers and blessings. She is BACK on sets where she belongs. She is ready to fly. All those producers/directors out there! Here is your
opportunity to tap on her brilliance! Jai ho to her!! #Cancer #Courage #Hope #Prayers".
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